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ZUSAMMENFASSUNG 
Transparente exopomymere Partikel (TEP, Alldredge et al., 1993) sind gelartige Teilchen 
marinen Ursprungs.  Diese gelartige Substanz bildet sich abiotisch, besteht aber aus geloesten 
organischen Stoffen die zum groesten Teil von Phytoplankton und Bakterioplankton 
ausgeschieden werden (Passow, 2000). Die chemische Zusammensetzung von TEP sind zum 
groessten Teil saure Mehrfachzucker welche mit dem Farbstoff Alcian Blue nachgewiesen 
werden koennen (Alldredge et al., 1993). TEP sind sehr reaktive Partikel (klebrig), eine 
Eigenschaft die Aggregatbildung von mehreren kleinen Partikeln zu grossen Aggregaten 
foerdert  (Kiørboe et al., 1994; Damand and Drapeau,1995; Logan et al.,1995; Engel, 2000). 
Diese Eigenschaft beinflusst die Dichte von marinen Aggregaten und kontrolliert damit deren 
Sinkrate welche wiederum den Kohlenstoff Export von der Meeresoberflaeche zur Tiefsee 
bestimmt.  
Die vorliegender Doktorarbeit beschreibt neue Informationen ueber die Rolle von TEP und 
deren spezifischen Eigenschaften im marinen Kohlenstoff Kreislauf. Weiterhin werden Daten 
ueber Kohlenstoff Flussraten und Export Production beschrieben. Der erste Teil der Arbeit 
beschreibt dass die “Klebeeigenschaften” von TEP sich mit zunehmender Konzentration von 
geloesten Metallen verringert. Diese Daten wurden im Ozean  “in-situ” in einer Lagoone im 
Sued-Westen Neu Caledoniens erhoben. Diese Eigenschaften von TEP tragen dazu bei, dass 
in Kuestenregionen, mit erhoehten geloesten Metallkonzentrationen, organische Stoffe 
laenger in der Wassersaeule verweilen wodurch das Oekosystem verstaerkt Naehrstoffe durch 
Remineralisation zurueckbekommt. Im zweiten Teil wurde in Laborversuchen die Bildung 
von Aggregaten mit TEP, Partikulaerem Organischen Kohlenstoff und Mineralien erforscht. 
In dieser Studie zeigte sich, dass TEP sehr wichtig ist um Aggregate mit Klei und Calzium 
Karbonaten zu bilden, jedoch Diatomeen Schalen nur beschichtet werden, ohne groessere 
Aggregate (>500μm) zu bilden. Die Studie welche Aggregatbildung mit Klei Mineralien 
zeigte beweist, dass diese Eigenschaft sehr wichtig fuer den Export von Kohlenstoff unter 
bestimmen trophischen Bedingungen ist. Die Dritte Studie in dieser Arbeit zeigt, dass eine 
erhoehte TEP Konzentration indirekt die Loeslichkeitseffektivitaet von aggregierten 
Diatomeen Schalen reduziert und damit den Export von organischem Kohlenstoff, welcher 
innerhalb der Diatomeenschalen ist, erhoeht. Der letzte Teil der Arbeit zeigt dass natuerlich 
vorkommende Radinukleide (210Po, 210Pb and 234Th), wleche benutzt werden um organischen  

Kohlenstoff Export zu berechnen eine sehr hohe Reaktivitaet mit TEP haben. Diese Studie 
zeigt, dass unterschiedliche TEP Konzentrationen diese Berechnungen beinflussen koennten 
und weist darauf hin, dass bestehende Kohlenstoff Exportfluesse wahrscheinlich ungenau 
sind. 

SUMMARY
?
Transparent exopolymer particles (TEP, Alldredge et al., 1993) are marine gel particles that 
form abiotically from dissolved organic precursors produced mainly by phyto- and 
bacterioplankton (Passow 2000). TEP are made up of acidic polysaccharides since they are 
identified by staining with Alcian Blue (Alldredge et al., 1993). TEP exhibit high stickiness 
values, promote aggregation (Kiørboe et al., 1994; Damand and Drapeau,1995; Logan et
al.,1995; Engel, 2000) and influence the density of marine aggregates in the ocean (Mari, 
2008; Azetsu-Scott and Passow, 2004). Thus, TEP control particles fluxes. 
This PhD dissertation is an attempt to gather further information on the role of TEP and their 
specific properties in the cycling, the export and the flux estimations of the organic carbon in 
the ocean. First, the sticking properties of TEP are reduced by elevated concentrations of 
metals found in situ in the southwestern lagoon of New-Caledonia. This contributes to 
maintain the organic matter in the water column and drives the ecosystem towards enhanced 
remineralization. Second, TEP are formed simultaneoulsy with particulate organic carbon 
through aggregation between minerals and dissolved organic carbon during laboratory 
experiments. TEP are important to structure the aggregates formed with clay and calcium 
carbonate minerals, whereas TEP only coat diatom frustules fragments without promoting the 
formation of macroaggregates (> 500 μm). In the case of clay minerals, the process described 
could account for the export of a significant fraction of particulate organic carbon under 
specific trophic conditions. Third, elevated concentrations of TEP reduce indirectly the 
dissolution efficiency of frustules of aggregated diatom, probably enhancing the export of 
organic carbon contained within diatoms aggregates. Finally, naturally occuring radiotracers 
(210Po, 210Pb and 234Th) that are applied to estimate the export of organic carbon present high 
affinities for TEP. The variations of TEP concentrations in the environment likely influence 
the respective efficiencies of these radiotracers to estimate organic carbon export. 
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1. The flux of organic carbon in the Ocean
1.1. The biological pump
In the ocean autotrophic phytoplankton use CO2, nutrients and light to form their own 
organic matter (OM), containing a large portion (> 80%) of organic carbon (Lee et al., 2004). 
This is the primary production (PP). A large part (ca. 50 PgC.year-1; Field et al., 1998) of the 
atmospheric CO2 is hence fixed to form particulate organic carbon (POC). The process 
through which the POC is exported from the surface waters, where it’s formed, to the deep 
sea, where it can be sequestered, is known as the biological pump (Fig. 1).
Figure 1. Sketch of the biological pump. Black dots represent Bacteria and Archea, DOC 
states for dissolved organic carbon.
The export of POC occurs through particles. When these particles are denser than the 
surrounding seawater they sink through the water column. The length of the sequestration in 
the ocean of the carbon transferred this way depends upon the depth reached by the POC 
before being remineralized into CO2. The POC remineralized in the surface mixed layerhas a 
sequestration time of ~1 year vs. ~1000 years when the POC reached depths > 1000 m. 
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Contrary to previous hypothesis (Suess, 1980), not only the magnitude of the PP but also the 
pelagic food-web structure determine the particle export (Boyd and Trull 2007).
1.2. The main forms of particles exported
Because they sink fast, fecal pellets egested by zooplankton have been first thought to 
be the main carrier of downward flux of organic particles (Turner, 2002, references herein). 
More recent analysis tend to show that probably only the biggest fecal pellets produced by 
macrozooplankton and fishes are significant for the export of POC together with sinking 
phytoplankton cells (Smetacek, 1985; Bodungen et al., 1986; Boyd and Newton, 1999; 
Smetacek, 2001) and marine snow aggregates (Alldredge and Silver, 1988; Alldredge and 
Gotschalk, 1989; Turner, 2002). However, trying to determine the relative contributions of 
each type of particle to the global POC flux has proven to be intangible since it is higly 
variable (both spatial and temporal) and depend on many interactions. Just as an example, 
fecal pellets can be integrated into marine snow (particles > 0.5 mm) and many sinking 
phytoplankton cells incorporate marine snow (Iversen et al., 2010).  
1.3. Formation of aggregates by coagulation and the importance of TEP
The fact that marine snow aggregates participate to the downward fluxes of particles in 
the ocean have been observed since the 50’s (see references in Alldredge and Silver, 1988). 
The formation pathway however, has been deciphered only two decades ago, putting forward 
the prevalence of coagulation in the formation of marine particles (Alldredge and Gotschlak, 
1989; Jackson, 1990).
While previous reviews have focused on coagulation theory and modelling (Jackson, 
1995; Alldredge and Jackson, 1995; Burd and Jackson, 2009); here we would like to draw 
attention to a specific class of particles. The transparent exopolymer particles (TEP, Alldredge 
et al., 1993) are highly abundant, ubiquitous, sticky particles formed by dissolved organic 
precursors released mainly by phytoplankton and bacteria (Passow, 2002a). Because they are 
transparent, TEP were not taken into account in coagulation model previously. The discovery 
of TEP allowed the resolution of the following problem observed recurrently in the past: too 
low particles concentrations to account for high aggregates concentrations (McCave, 1984). 
Thus, integrating TEP in calculations leads to increased coagulation efficiency because (i) 
their high concentration increases the encounter rate between particles; (ii) their high 
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stickiness provides high binding efficiency between particles (Jackson, 1995; Logan et al., 
1995).
Dissolved organic matter (DOM, <0.45 μm) forms the largest pool of biochemical 
elements in the marine environment, outnumbering the total living biomass by two orders of 
magnitude (Hedges & Oades, 1997). The colloidal fraction (5-120 nm) of the DOM issues 
mainly from marine phytoplankton and bacteria exudates and is highly reactive. Due to their 
high molecular weight, polysaccharides belong to the colloidal fraction. TEP are transparent 
and identified by staining with Alcian Blue (Alldredge et al., 1993). They contain a significant 
fraction of acidic polysaccharides with sulfate ester groups (Zhou et al., 1998). TEP form 
abiotically from dissolved organic precursors (Passow 2000) that bind through cation bridges 
and hydrogen bounds (Mopper et al., 1995; Chin et al., 1998). The composition of TEP 
confers their stickiness, that is variable and high compared to other marine particles (Kiørboe 
et al., 1994; Damand and Drapeau, 1995; Logan et al., 1995; Engel, 2000). The TEP 
stickiness likely depends on the nutrients stoechiometry occurring during PP (Dam and 
Drapeau, 1995; Engel, 2000; Mari et al., 2005). Another possible factor influencing the 
composition of TEP and its stickiness could be the concentration of cations.  
This hypothesis was investigated in the Manuscript I, 
where we tested, in situ and in the laboratory, the variations 
of the sticking properties of TEP according to different metal concentrations.
TEP is the glue that sticks together diverse particles such as senescent phytoplankton 
cells, bacteria, dead zooplankton, faeces, minerals and dust to form marine snow aggregates 
(Passow, 2002a). Because of their gel characteristics (fractal), TEP influence the density of 
aggregates and hence their sinking speed. Indeed, several studies reported that TEP can be 
neutrally to positively buoyant (Azetsu-Scott and Passow, 2004;) and that the pH is a key 
controlling factor for the density of TEP (Mari, 2008). Consequently, TEP controls particles 
flux.
TEP and other compounds of the aggregates form a structural and food substrate for 
heterotrophic grazers. High concentrations of bacteria and virus attach to TEP (Passow and 
Alldredge, 1994; Mari and Kiørboe, 1996; Mari et al., 2007a; Weinbauer et al., 2009). 
Colloidal TEP can be eaten by protozoans (Mari et al., 2004), euphausiids (Passow and 
Alldredge, 1999) and copepods (Ling and Alldredge, 2003). Passow and Alldredge (1999) 
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proposed that these phenomena short-circuit the microbial loop by making cells normally too 
small to be efficiently grazed available for higher trophic levels.  
Finally, TEP play a key role in regulating the processes of aggregation and settling and 
by structuring the microbial food web (Passow, 2002). Over the years, it has become clear 
that the flux of organic-rich particles in general also plays a great role in fuelling the pelagic 
food webs throughout the water column. 
1.4. Particles transformation and destruction
1.4.1. The decrease of POC with depth 
The efficiency of the biological pump is low (Boyd and Trull, 2007). Indeed, taking 
regional variability into account two facts stand:
(i) the flux of organic matter reaching the seafloor is ~ 1% of the OM produced in surface 
waters (Martin et al., 1987; Suess, 1980; Lee et al., 1998) 
 (ii)  there are two zones of intense remineralization, the mesopelagic zone (200-1000 m 
depth) and the benthic boundary layer (Fig. 2). 
Figure 2. Exponential decrease of organic carbon export with depth, reaching a minimum 
below the mesopelagic zone (> 1000 m), from Martin et al., 1987.
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1.4.2. Main mechanisms involved in particle transformation and destruction 
The loss of POC through the water column is attributed mainly to two degradation 
processes: the grazing of zooplankton on particles and the remineralization of OM by Bacteria 
and Archea. Also, fragmentation and leakage of organic compounds from sinking particles 
have recently emerged as possible factors affecting POC flux but remain understudied. 
On one hand, copepods have been thought to be the main degraders of fecal pellets, 
proceeding mainly by coprophagy (Turner, 2002). Recent studies revealed that some 
copepods do not seem to feed on fecal pellets but rather fragment them into small non-sinking 
particles (coprohexy), exposing the organic material to bacterial remineralization (Poulsen 
and Kiørboe, 2005; Iversen and Poulsen, 2007). Moreover, protozooplankton, in particular 
heterotrophic dinoflagellates, probably play a much more important role than 
mesozooplankton in fecal pellets degradation (Iversen and Poulsen, 2007; Poulsen and 
Iversen, 2008).
On the other hand, Kiørboe (2000) noted that copepods and crustaceans nauplii 
colonized marine snow aggregates and degraded them at least at a similar rate than bacteria. 
Further studies by Ploug and Grossart (2000) and by Grossart et al. (2003) confirmed that 
marine snow was heavily colonized by ciliates, flagellates and bacteria. However, measured 
bacteria growth and metabolism rates on marine snow were low and suggested that the 
respiration of Protozooplankton feeding on marine snow and attached bacteria should be 
considered as an important pathway for POC removal (Ploug and Grossart, 2000). Recently, 
Iversen et al. (2010) reconciled these two views (e.g. protozooplankton vs. bacteria 
remineralization pathway). Indeed, the authors stated that the main degraders of POC seemed 
to be alternatively protozooplankton and/or larger zooplankton at depth > 200 m and bacteria 
below. This confirmed the suggestion of zooplankton as important degraders of aggregates in 
the upper ocean made by Stemmann et al. (2004).  
The fragmentation of organic particles and especially aggregates can be physically or 
biologically driven and lead to size reduction or disaggregation. Important factors regulating 
fragmentation of aggregates are their size, physical strength  and the shear rate in surrounding 
seawater (Alldredge et al., 1990). For a given shear rate, an aggregate can reach only a 
specific maximum size (Kolmogorov scale). There is a possibility that aggregates break up 
during settling due to drag forces involved (Stemmann et al., 2004). Marine aggregates have 
been shown to be disrupted by the swimming and/or feeding of many types of zooplankton 
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(Dilling and Alldredge, 2000; Goldwaith et al., 2004). The latter processes probably have the 
greatest influence on fragmentation in the open ocean where shear rate is generally low 
(Stemmann et al., 2004).  
During settling in the water column marine aggregates are known to release dissolved 
organic carbon (DOC), forming a plume; this leakage also occurs during particles breakdown 
(Kiørboe and Jackson, 2001). This mechanism has potential importance in the colonization 
and subsequent degradation of the sinking particles but also on the structure of microscale 
habitats. Indeed, many microorganisms and some macroorganisms such as euphausiids seem 
chemically attracted by these released compounds (Kiørboe and Jackson, 2001). 
The remnants fragments after particles transformation or destruction have often 
reduced sinking speed and can be incorporated into other aggregates by differential settling. 
Likely, the ‘homogeneity’ of the composition of the particles observed below the euphotic 
zone (200-850 m) is a likely result of this constant exchange of older and newer material (Lee 
et al., 2004).
1.4.3. Change of the particle composition with depth 
The decrease of the POC flux with depth is concomitant with a change in the 
composition of the OM. The source of the exported particles determines its original 
composition. The POM that constitutes phytoplankton is pretty well characterized at the 
molecular level. Most of the OC (>80%) of the PP, to which phytoplankton mostly 
contributes, consists of amino acids, carbohydrates and lipids (Lee et al., 2004). When the 
particles sink they undergo physical, biological and chemical alterations. For instance, during 
biological degradation, not only can organic compounds be selectively consumed, but also 
detritive, altered products are released by the grazers. Bacteria communities affect especially 
the organic nitrogen compounds of the sinking particles (Wakenham et Lee, 1993) and 
produce quantities of exopolymers, such as TEP (Passow, 2002b) that have a different 
composition from the original material (Decho, 1990). These combined alteration 
mechanisms are thought to induce a greater variability upon the composition of the POM than 
the original PP creates (Lee et al., 2004). Many individual compounds can be used to indicate 
the freshness or the diagenetic state of the organic matter. Others can also suggest the type of 
organisms (e.g. zooplankton vs. bacteria) responsible of the degradation. For instance, high 
relative percentage of nitrogen and carbon in amino acids and carbohydrates are generally 
indicative of relatively little degraded material (Lee and Cronin, 1984; Lee et al., 2000). 
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The POM of the sinking particles is steadily transformed into less characterizable 
material (Wakenham et al., 1997a). The ‘uncharacterized’ part of the organic matter (10-80 
%) in the ocean still challenges marine chemists, in particular to develop adapted analytical 
tools.
1.4.4. The crucial role of sinking speed 
The previous sections highlights the major role the sinking speed of the exported 
particles plays to determine the fraction of the POC produced in surface that will ultimately be 
exported to the seabed. The faster the particles sink, the lesser time is allowed for the 
remineralization/loss of POC through the water column. 
The sinking speed depends essentially on the size and the density of the particles. In 
the case of marine snow aggregates, the role of TEP is prominent. The chemical composition 
of TEP will determine the stickiness and thus the coagulation efficiency; while the fraction of 
TEP in the aggregates will influence the density (Azetsu Scott and Passow, 2004; Mari et al., 
2007b; Mari, 2009).
1.5. The ballast theories: biominerals and lithogenic material as common factor of 
the export of POC 
The variability of the fraction of POC reaching the seafloor was for a long time 
thought to only reflect the variations in food web structures, abundances and diversity of 
plankton and microbial communities as well as seasonal and geographical differences. 
Recently, Amstrong et al. (2002) integrated an effect of mineral-ballast into a global POC flux 
model based on sediment traps data. They found a positive correlation between POC and 
mineral-ballast fluxes. The authors also reported geographical differences that might be due to 
different types of mineral-ballast. Klaas and Archer (2002) used the same POC flux model 
and integrated three different types of mineral-ballasts: biogenic silica (bSiO2), calcium 
carbonate (CaCO3) and lithogenic material (Lith.). The authors also calculated the carrying 
capacities coefficients of the three mineral ballasts with a multiple correlation analysis and 
found that these coefficients were in agreement with the respective density of the minerals. 
Thus, the carrying capacities were similar for CaCO3 and Lith. and about three-times higher 
than bSiO2, implying that sinking speed is increased with mineral-ballast. From their results, 
Klaas and Archer concluded that POC fluxes can be predicted from the fluxes of CaCO3,
bSiO2 and Lith. and that CaCO3 was the most important mineral-ballast of the three. These 
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two studies led to many discussions in the scientific community, as it implies that the 
biological pump is of secondary importance in the POC export determination. 
The works of Amstrong et al. (2002) and Klaas and Archer (2002) led to postulate a 
two-fold hypothesis: 
(i) The ballast hypothesis.  
The minerals act as “ballast”, they increase the sinking speed by increasing the density 
of the particles. In turn, the POC associated with ballast minerals escapes more efficiently 
degradation because it would remain in the water column for less time. CaCO3 is probably the 
controlling ballast (Klaas and Archer, 2002; Francois et al., 2002). 
(ii) The preservation hypothesis 
The empirical observation of a fairly constant 3-7% POC to DW ratio at depth > 1000 
m has been interpreted by ballast minerals offering a protection to POC  against degradation 
during export (Amstrong et al., 2002). 
This interpretation was tested experimentally in the Manuscript II. 
We hypothesised that adsorption of DOC onto the different mineral ballast could 
constitute a constant and abiotic formation pathway of POC. This could explain this 
repeatedly observed 3-7% POC:DW ratio.
However, as brought up by Passow (2004), a correlation between flux of POC on one 
hand and mineral fluxes on the other hand does not necessarily imply causality. Do the 
minerals drive the POC flux or inversely? Sinking particle could rather scavenge suspended 
minerals that would not sink otherwise. Moreover, if the ballast theory holds true, it does not 
explain the amount of sinking marine snow and fluffy layer of living cell on the seafloor that 
sunk out. Assuming that increasing ballast material necessarily increases the sinking speed is 
also questionable, as several experiments showed that ballast-minerals can fragment 
aggregates into smaller ones, unable to sink (Hamm, 2002; Passow, 2004; Passow and De La 
Rocha, 2006; De La Rocha and Passow, 2007; De La Rocha et al., 2008). 
A recent combination of experiments and in situ measurements on marine aggregates 
and fecal pellets containing different mineral-ballast gave further insights into the role played 
by mineral-ballast in the protection of OC from degradation (Ploug et al., 2008a, b). Indeed, 
these studies tend to show that even if the ballast might increase the sinking speed of particles, 
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the specific carbon remineralization rates do not change. Finally, it seems probable that the 
fraction of OC respired would be enhanced by higher diffusivity and O2 flux within ballasted-
aggregates. However, these studies were done for freshly produced aggregates. It was thus 
concluded that mineral-ballast does not protect the labile fraction of organic carbon from 
degradation.
Additionally, the relative contributions of each mineral to the general carrying 
coefficient of POC probably differ regionally, depending on the trophic conditions (e.g. opal 
belt versus temperate waters). Thus, trying to determine which mineral ballast best explains 
POC fluxes does not make much sense. Instead we should consider what controls the spatial 
and temporal variations in the relative importance of a specific mineral ballast in controlling 
POC fluxes to depths.
Finally, the ballast theory has given the impression that even if diatoms play a great 
role in the PP and the export of POC out of the surface waters (Buesseler, 1998; Sarmiento, 
2006); their bSiO2 content does not influence the export of POC to the mesopelagic and 
bathypelagic as much as CaCO3 (Francois et al., 2002). However, as pointed out by De La 
Rocha and Passow (2007), great morphological and ecological differences exist between 
organisms producing either bSiO2 or CaCO3. For instance, CaCO3 liths are ultimately 
separated from the OC content of their coccolithophores cells and rather found as single 
sinking particles or incorporated in fecal pellets. In contrast, the bSiO2 frustule protects the 
intracellular content of diatoms (Smetacek, 2001), which guarantees a longer association 
between bSiO2 and OC of diatom origin. The latter highlights the special attention the 
interactions between bSiO2 and OC should be given (Ragueneau et al., 2006), especially the 
effect of bSiO2 dissolution on POC fluxes. 
The dissolution of bSiO2 during the settling of diatom aggregates 
was investigated in the Manuscript III.
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2. Application of particle reactive radionuclides to estimate POC fluxes
2.1. Principle
Even if the scope of this work will focus on 210Po/210Pb; the empirical principle 
applied to calculate POC fluxes relies on the current understanding of the distribution of 
thorium isotopes in the dissolved (<0.45 μm) and particulate pools. This principle has been 
later applied and adapted to 210Po/210Pb (Friedrich, 1997; Friedrich et al., 2002). Therefore, we 
first describe the application of natural particle reactive radionuclides to estimate POC fluxes 
using 234Th/238U as a reference (Coale and Bruland 1987). 
Figure 3. Radioactive decay chain of the natural U-238 series. 
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234Th, 210Pb and 210Po are highly particle-reactive nuclides that are produced in the 
environment from the decay of 238U (Figure 3). In a closed system,  the daughter/mother 
nuclides pair would reach radioactive equilibrium of production and decay. In natural 
systems, however, deviations from the equilibrium (234Th/238U) exist. In the marine system, 
238U occurs in dissolved form, whereas 234Th is highly particle reactive. The term 
“scavenging” is used to describe the complex process whereby a particle reactive element 
associates with particle surfaces and is thus removed from the dissolved pool. Scavenging but 
also transport processes create a disequilibrium in the daughter/mother system. Therefore, the 
deviations from the equilibrium activity can be used to estimate the intensity of the 
scavenging and transport processes. Early studies showed positive correlation between 
biological activity (e. g. PP) and 234Th/238U disequilibria (Bhat et al., 1969; Coale and 
Bruland, 1987; Cochran, 1992 and references herein). It was later suggested to use the 
234Th/238U desequilibria to quantify the uptake of 234Th onto particles. This empirical 
approach was applied to calculate POC flux by (Tsunogai and Minagawa 1976) and 
formalized much later (Buesseler 1992). Thus, the POC flux is the product between (i) the 
234Th flux (derived from 234Th/238U desequilibria) and (ii) the ratio between the POC 
concentration of particles and the specific activity of 234Th on these particles (1): 
Flux POC  = Flux Th-234  x  [POC]  /
234Th on particles  (1) 
Where Flux Th-234 is the flux of 
234Th (dpm. m-2. d-1);  [POC]  is the concentration of POC 
(mmol. L-1) and 234Th on particles the activity of 
234Th in the particulate fraction (dpm. L-1).
2.2.  Limitations of the radionuclides approach
The particle fluxes were mostly estimated with sediment traps before the application 
of the radionuclides. Inconsistencies between the estimations from the two methods led to 
criticize the validity of the data derived from sediment traps (Buesseler, 1991). Since then, the 
radionuclide method also acknowledges limitations (Buesseler et al., 2006) and radionuclides-
derived fluxes are now often compared to fluxes estimates with another method, such as 
sediment traps, for validation. 
First, the accuracy of the method has to cope with methodological issues such as the 
large volumes of samples needed to measure sufficient activity in different size fractions. This 
in turn limits the depth resolution of the sampling; for a long time only the upper 200 m have 
been sampled. Numerous sampling devices exist, which makes intercomparison difficult (Liu 
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et al., 2005). The fact that the radionuclides reside for some time in the water column before 
they decay suggest that the measured fluxes may not reflect the actual particles fluxes. 
Therefore, Lagrangian sampling whenever possible should be applied, but this is often not 
possible.
Second, the high variability of the [POC] / 234Th on particles ratio (1-100 fold) cannot be 
predicted by any model (Savoye et al., 2006). Now that international calibrations and 
unofficial consensus about sampling methodology exist, the variability of the POC/234Th ratio 
seems to be the key problem. It depends especially on the depth (decreases with depth) andthe 
size of the particles and their type (Waite and Hill, 2006; Buesseler et al., 2006 and references 
herein).
2.3. Comparison between the 234Th/238U and the 210Po/210Pb systems
Several studies have applied and compared both 234Th/238U and 210Po/210Pb systems in 
order to better constrain POC fluxes estimations (Verdeny et al., 2009 and references herein). 
The hypothesis is that more information about the exported particles and a better accuracy of 
the flux could be derived by this comparison since 234Th (t1/2= 24.1 d), 
210Po (t1/2= 138.4 d) 
and 210Pb (t1/2= 22 y) have different half lives and affinities for particles (Friedrich and 
Rutgers van der Loeff, 2002; Stewart et al., 2007b). The different half-lives are advantageous 
to constrain POC fluxes driven by PP pulses that can last over different time scales. The 
distribution of 234Th on particles has been more studied than those of 210Po and 210Pb.
However, the major difference seems to be that 234Th and 210Pb are only adsorbed onto 
particles whereas 210Po is adsorbed onto particles and absorbed into living cells (Burnett et al., 
1995; Friedrich and Rutgers van der Loeff, 2002; Stewart and Fisher, 2003a, b; Stewart et al., 
2008 and references herein). It has been repeatedly shown that 234Th had a high affinity for all 
size fraction of OM in the ocean, and especially for polysaccharides and TEP (Quigley et al., 
2002; Santschi et al., 2003; Passow et al., 2006). This has not been studied for 210Po/210Pb in 
natural conditions yet, nor have the potential consequences for POC flux estimations. 
In the manuscript IV the affinities of 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th for TEP and POC 
were studied in different environmental conditions and compared.
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Figure 4. Cycling of the natural radionuclides of the U-238 serie in the environment 
(adapted from J. Friedrich, 1997). 
Since these radionuclides also enter different biogeochemical cycles (Figure 4) 
interpretation of the data can be difficult. The reactivity of 234Th is pretty simple (marine 
environment only, unique source pathway) compared to 210Po and 210Pb that have different 
source pathways and can enter different reactions. Some pathways, such as the interaction 
atmosphere-ocean, are not fully understood for 210Po and 210Pb yet. This complicates the 
calculations of 210Po/210Pb-derived POC fluxes. 
3. Unresolved questions and hypothesis, introduction to the following manuscripts
This PhD thesis attempts to contribute to a better understanding of the importance of marine 
polysaccharides (TEP) for the cycling of trace elements, minerals, carbon and silicon 
(Figure 5).
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The following hypothesis were tested and questions answered during this PhD: 
Manuscript I
Are metalic cations concentrations a controlling factor of the sticking properties of TEP? 
What is the influence of stickiness variations for the cycling of OM in the water column? 
This was tested in situ and experimentally. 
Manuscript II
No satisfactory mechanism has been found  to explain the fairly constant 3-7% POC to DW 
ratio at depth > 1000 m. We hypothesized that the coating of mineral particles by a thin layer 
of DOC may average to this 5% POC content. This layer is proportionnal to the surface area 
of the mineral and is always reformed by adsorption since DOC is so abundant in the ocean. 
This mechanism would guarantee a fairly constant POC: DW ratio. This was experimentally 
tested.
Manuscript III:
Do aggregation and TEP have an effect on the dissolution mechanism of bSiO2? 
Manuscript IV
Which of the 234Th/238U and the 210Po/210Pb systems better traces POC and under which 
environmental settings? 
What are the affinities of 210Po and 210Pb for TEP in natural samples?
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1. Metallic cations as a controlling factor  of the sticking properties of TEP?
Results of the Manuscript I showed that high metal concentrations induced a reduction of 
the sticking properties of TEP. This outcome is even sounder since the same conclusion was 
drawn from both in situ and laboratory studies. The mechanism  uncovered in the Manuscript
I suggested that the low physico-chemical reactivity of TEP in metal-impacted areas could 
result in a decoupling between coagulation (e.g. aggregation) and export. In tropical enclosed 
coastal environments influenced by industrial activities the effects of a reduction of TEP 
sticking properties are substantial. In the lagoon off Noumea, the decrease of TEP sticking 
properties likely caused the formation of neutrally or positively buoyant aggregates 
continuously degraded (Mari et al., 2007). The latter coupled with long residence time of the 
water masses led to the establishment of a lagoon ecosystem area dominated by refractory 
DOM, contrasting with other areas of this same lagoon, where export of POM was rapid. 
Therefore, metallic cations are a controlling factor for the sticking properties of TEP in 
coastal areas exhibiting high metal concentrations.
In such settings, the variations of sticking properties of TEP influence the cycling of 
organic matter in the water column. 
In other regions where metal concentrations in solution are lower, the variations of 
sticking properties of TEP and their influence at the scale of an ecosystem have not been 
studied yet. A wide research area remains open for further investigations. However, several 
studies suggest an interrelated cycling of TEP and metals in the ocean. For instance, iron 
starvation is coupled to the production of TEP in Trichodesmium (Berman-Frank et al., 2007). 
While no direct complexation between acidic polysaccharides (constituent of TEP) and iron 
were observed, the polysaccharides would indirectly enhance the availability of iron by 
promoting the photochemical reduction of Fe(II) (Steigenberger et al., In Press). Finally, TEP 
belong partly to the colloidal and the particulate pool of OM and seem prominent for the 
cycling of other trace elements such as naturally occuring radioisotopes (Manuscript IV;
Niven, 1995; Quigley et al., 2002; Santschi, 2003; Passow et al., 2006). 
The sticking properties of TEP confer to TEP their importance in the aggregation and 
export processes in the ocean. The interactions between TEP and mineral ballast also 
influence the export of OM. 
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2. The role of TEP in the ballast theory
The results presented in the Manuscript II showed that among the three mineral ballast 
SWy-2 (smectite clay), CaCO3 and BSi, a DOC coating of the ballast mineral could probably 
only in the case of clay explain the POC: DW ratio of ~5% observed at depth > 1000m.
In oligotrophic areas influenced by lithogenic inputs the abiotic formation of POC 
can lead to the preservation and export of POC. This process alone can account for the 
fairly constant ~5% POC: DW observed at depth > 1000m.  
In contrast, the association of CaCO3 and BSi with ‘extra’ POC
originating from biotic processes
seems a prerequesite for the export of CaCO3- and BSi- ballasted organic particles. 
TEP associated with clay and CaCO3 structures the aggregates, while the coating of TEP 
onto BSi appears not sufficient to promote the formation of macroaggregates. 
The role of TEP in the formation, the physical properties and the degradation of 
marine snow containing clay has been further investigated in another study and will be 
presented in a future manuscript (Iversen and Robert, in preparation). 
Nevertheless, the associations between CaCO3, BSi and TEP have to be tested in situ.
Indeed, while our experiments enabled to explore an alternative abiotic formation and export 
of POC the minerals used to mimic coccoliths and diatom frustules fragments were not 
necessarily representative of those found in situ. In particular, in seawater both biominerals 
interact tightly with their producing organisms and are coated in situ by an exopolymer matrix 
that was absent in our experiments. Moreover, each mineral ballast was investigated 
separately in the Manuscript II, whereas they can occur concurrently in situ.
The diagenetic state of the OM plays a role in its association with ballast minerals, as 
suggested by the results of the BSi treatments in the Manuscript II. It has been suggested that 
‘old’ or more refractory OM is concomitant with a more efficient transfer of aggregates to the 
deep ocean (Marty et al., 1994; Ploug et al., 2008b). It is also possible that eventhough TEP 
are ubiquitous particles no macroaggregates would be formed with clay or CaCO3, given the 
mineral concentrations occuring generally in situ,. The organic-rich ballasted particles would 
thus remain in suspension and be more degraded than sinking particles (Wakeham and Lee, 
1993; Wakeham et al., 2009).
The inherent properties of smectite clays guarantee their transport and wide 
distribution in ocean basins (Whithouse, 1960; Windom, 1976). A possible future research 
perspective would be the study of suspended organo-clay complexes as (i) microscale feeding 
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structure and (ii) vehicle transportation for Bacteria and Archea. Aspect (i) would be studied 
in situ and in the laboratory to identify specific microbial strains associated with smectite 
clays. The second aspect (ii) would be then modelled. This could give further insights to 
understand the distribution of ‘motionless’ (e.g. at scale > μm-cm) Bacteria and Archea across 
ocean basins.?
The bSiO2 frustule protects the intracellular content of diatoms (Smetacek, 2001), 
which guarantees a longer association between bSiO2 and OC of diatom origin. We also 
concluded that the association between BSi and POC formed via primary production was a 
prerequestite for the export of BSi-ballasted organic particles. The specific association 
between BSi and OC was further investigated in the Manuscript III and the role of TEP in 
bSiO2 dissolution assessed.
3. The importance of TEP during the dissolution of diatom frustules
Results from the Manuscript III suggest that elevated concentrations of TEP reduce the 
dissolution efficiency of diatom frustules. The role of TEP appeared to be indirect and 
twofold:
(i) released in large amounts, TEP promote the aggregation of diatom cells. Aggregated 
cells exhibit lower initial specific bSiO2 dissolution rate than non-aggregated cells (Moriceau 
et al., 2007; Passow et al., 2003). 
(ii) at low temperature (0°C) the viability of the cells increase if the cells are aggregated 
and exhibit high TEP and Si(OH)4 in aggregates (Moriceau et al., accepted; Moriceau et al.,
2007). Thus, the cells can still produce a protective coating that is less degraded by bacteria at 
low temperature, leading to a postponed bSiO2 dissolution. 
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4. Affinities of 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th for POC and TEP
The following answers have been given in the Manuscript IV:
(i) Which of the 234Th/238U and the 210Po/210Pb systems better traces POC and under 
which environmental settings? 
We suggested that the trophic conditions of an ecosystem are a critical factor determining 
whether 210Po or 234Th is most suitable to estimate POC fluxes. The affinity of 210Po and 234Th
for POC is greatly affected by the presence of highly silicified organisms and lithogenic 
material, respectively. In our study the diagenetic state of the POM seems to especially 
influence 234Th. Therefore, in the Southern Ocean, in areas that are dominated by large 
diatoms, 234Th would be a better tracer for sinking POC; whereas in oligotrophic conditions, 
dominated by smaller, less silicified cells and detritus, 210Po and 234Th seem similarly 
appropriate. Finally, when non-biomineralized dominate the primary production 210Po would 
be the best choice.
(ii) What are the affinities of 210Po and 210Pb for TEP in natural samples? 
All three radiotracers, 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th presented affinity for the bigger size fraction of 
TEP, independently of the depth or the sampled region. However, 234Th exhibited the highest 
affinity for TEP (> 1μm), which was 2.2 to 3.5 times greater than with 210Po. Therefore, when 
organisms that produce large amounts of TEP dominate the primary production, the 
234Th/238U disequilibria method may have higher chance to over or under-estimate POC fluxes 
than the 210Po/210Pb method. 
The influence of TEP on the over or under-estimations of POC fluxes will be further 
developed in a future manuscript (Robert et al., in preparation); where POC fluxes in the 
Arctic and the Southern Oceans will be calculated using the 210Po/210Pb system and the 
influence of TEP on the estimations compared.  
The exploratory study presented in the Manuscript IV also raises further questions. 
No affinity between the radionuclides and coomassie stainable particles (CSP), protein-rich 
particles, was reported in our sudy. Possibly, CSP are less surface active and do not scavenge 
trace elements to the same extent as TEP. Nevertheless, this result emphasizes the probable 
different cycling pathways of CSP and TEP. Future work includes the utilization of the the 
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size spectra of CSP (Manuscript IV) and TEP (data to be analyzed) to compare aggregation 
predictions from CSP and TEP in the Southern Ocean (Logan et al., 1995).
210Po and 210Pb were associated with the smaller fraction of TEP (0.2 - 1 μm) that is a 
bacteria-enriched fraction, whereas 234Th was not. This result was striking because it 
contradicts previous views about the cycling of 234Th (Honeyman and Santschi, 1989; 
Santschi, 2003). The relation between 210Po and bacteria-enriched fraction also further 
supports the idea that 210Po could be a tracer for the bacteria production and the transfer of OC 
to higher trophic levels (Friedrich, 1997; Kim and Church, 2001; Stewart et al., 2008).
Last, but not least, not only the composition of organic particles but also the 
presence/absence of  lithogenic and bio-minerals appeared to influence the efficiency of the 
210Po/210Pb and 234Th/238U systems to estimate carbon export. Therefore, as already pointed 
out by Geibert and Usbeck (2004) it seems important to determine the affinity of these 
radionuclides for mineral particles in natural conditions. Geibert and Usbeck (2004) found 
high partition coefficients between thorium, protactinium and the smectite clay (SWy-2). We 
used the same clay in the Manuscript II, where we found that SWy-2 was efficiently trapping 
POC. Thus we chose to explore the affinity of 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th for SWy-2 in natural 
conditions. The partitions of 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th in the dissolved and the particulate pools 
in the absence and presence of SWy-2 (0.5 mg.L-1) were compared during several aggregation 
experiments using in situ seawater from the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. In parallel, 
aggregates formation, POC, TEP, CSP, bacteria and virus abundances and activities were 
monitored. The results are currently under analyze and will be submitted in a future 
manuscript (Robert et al., in preparation). 
?
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Variations of the sticking properties of transparent exopolymeric particles (TEP) were
investigated by studying the interactions between latex beads and TEP precursors collected
along a gradient of increasing metal concentrations. For each sampling station, a suspension of
TEP and beads was prepared and the formation of mixed aggregates was monitored under
increasing turbulence intensities. The number of TEP-attached beads scaled with TEP size and
was highest in the stations near the coral reef, and decreased towards anthropogenically-
impacted stations. The combined study at successive levels of turbulence revealed that the TEP
pool at a given station was composed of particles with heterogeneous physico-chemical
properties. TEP stickiness, estimated at low turbulence intensity from the exponential decrease
in particle concentrations in the 5–7 μm size range, increased continuously from the bay to the
open ocean station, from 0.05 to 0.71. The role of metals in regulating TEP sticking properties
was investigated by monitoring changes in TEP-beads interactions after addition of metals to
solutions of TEP precursors. Addition of metals resulted in a strong decrease of the number of
TEP-attached beads, suggesting that high metal concentrations induce a reduction of TEP
sticking properties. Potential implications for vertical ﬂux in the lagoon are discussed,
considering estimates of naturally occurring turbulence regime, particle concentrations, and
TEP turnover rates. This study suggests that the low physico-chemical reactivity of TEP in
metal-impacted areas may result in a decoupling between coagulation and sedimentation
rates, implying enhanced retention time and recycling.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The magnitude of particulate ﬂux to the sea ﬂoor is deter-
mined by the abundance and sinking characteristics of large
organic aggregates (Shanks and Trend, 1980; Smetacek, 1985;
Fowler and Knauer, 1986; Asper et al., 1992; Jackson and Burd,
1998). The abundance of large aggregates mostly depends on
the rate at which particles collide, and on the probability of
adhesion upon collision (stickiness). While particle concen-
tration, size, and ﬂuid dynamics control collision rate, ad-
hesion depends upon the physico-chemical properties of the
particles (Jackson, 1990). Finally, intrinsic factors controlling
the sinking characteristics of aggregates encompass size, dry
weight, porosity and excess density (Alldredge and Gotschalk,
1988).
The class of highly abundant transparent exopolymeric
particles (TEP) (Alldredge et al., 1993) proved to play a key role
in mechanisms regulating aggregation and sedimentation
(Logan et al., 1995; Dam and Drapeau, 1995; Engel, 2000;
Passow et al., 2001; Engel et al., 2004). TEP enhance the
concentration of large aggregates by promoting coagulation,
but they also regulate sinking characteristics of aggregates via
alteration of their density (Azetsu-Scott and Passow, 2004).
Before TEP were introduced into models of coagulation, theo-
retical considerations predicted that the concentration of ag-
gregating particles was too low to account for the presence of
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the high concentration of aggregates observed in the ocean
(McCave, 1984; Hill, 1992). The discovery of TEP allowed
formulating a new hypothesis reconciling particle concentra-
tion with observed coagulation rates (Jackson, 1995; Logan
et al., 1995). The role of TEP as a regulating factor of aggregate
formation is two-fold: (1) they increase the concentration of
particles and, thus, collision frequency, and (2) they increase
particle stickiness and, thus, coagulation efﬁciency (Kiørboe
and Hansen, 1993; Jackson, 1995). The sticky nature of TEP is
linked to the presence of a high fraction of polysaccharides
with sulfate ester groups (Zhou et al., 1998), which give them
the ability to form cation bridges (Kloareg andQuatrano,1988)
and hydrogen bonds (Mopper et al., 1995; Chin et al., 1998).
In order to accurately determine the role TEP play in
aggregation/sedimentation processes, one needs to know
their abundance and stickiness under different situations.
While most studies on TEP addressed their concentrations in
various aquatic environments, only a few focused on their
sticking properties and their potential variations. All the
studies conducted so far concluded that TEP stickiness was
higher than that of other particles, but also quite variable
(from 0.1 to 0.8; Kiørboe and Hansen, 1993; Kiørboe et al.,
1994; DamandDrapeau,1995; Logan et al.,1995; Engel, 2000).
Variations of TEP stickiness have been attributed to bloom
dynamics (Dam and Drapeau, 1995; Engel, 2000). Since TEP
stickiness depends upon their physico-chemical characteris-
tics, it may vary according to environmental conditions, such
as cations concentrations. Recently, it has been showed that
the transfer efﬁciency from dissolved to particulate organic
matter via TEP formation could be regulated by the residence
time of the water mass, via its control over ageing of the
organic matter (Mari et al., 2007). Mari et al. (2007) also
suggested that the concentration of trace metals may play
a role in the control of TEP formation by regulating TEP
stickiness. Because metals bind to exopolymers (i.e., TEP
precursors) (Decho, 1990), these elements may affect their
surface charge distribution and their conformation, which in
turn, could alter their sticking properties.
The aim of the present study was to describe changes in
TEP sticking properties in relation with metal concentrations,
to calculate crude estimates of TEP stickiness, and to discuss
the implications of such variations for the cycling of elements
via control over the retention/export balance.
2. Methods
2.1. Sampling
The SW lagoon of New Caledonia is an enclosed, relatively
shallow site, surrounded by oligotrophic oceanic water, and is
subject to terrestrial and anthropogenic inputs in the near-
shore environment. In the vicinity of Noumea, the input of
inorganic and organic matter in the bays is permanent and
enhanced by a gradient in the water mass residence time
(Jouon et al., 2006). This results in well-deﬁned eutrophica-
tion gradients that last throughout the year (Jacquet et al.,
2006).
For the in situ study, seawater was collected along an
eutrophication gradient encompassing six stations nearby
Noumea during 2 sampling cruises in November 2004 using a
Teﬂon-coated pump at 5m depth (Fig. 1). CTD casts were used
on each sampling occasion to determine the presence of ver-
tical stratiﬁcation. As a result, no stratiﬁcation was observed
(data not shown). Seawater samples were collected within 1 h
and they were kept in polycarbonate bottles, until return to
the laboratory within 1–2 h. Physical, biological and chemical
Fig. 1. Map of the study area with position of the sampling stations.
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characterization of the sampling stations at the sampling
dates are described elsewhere (Mari et al., 2007; Migon et al.,
2007), and are brieﬂy summarized in Table 1.
2.2. Metal enrichment
Additionally to the in situ study, the role of metal as a key-
regulating factor of TEP sticking properties was investigated by
adding increasing metals concentrations to a solution of TEP
precursors collected as above, in the middle of the lagoon
(StationM05), during 6 sampling occasions fromMarch to April
2005. This station has been selected from the results obtained
in situ (i.e., lowest metal concentrations, and highest sticking
properties). The enrichment solution has been prepared as a
cocktail of nine metals, i.e., Aluminum [Al2(SO4)3 · 16H2O],
Cobalt [CoCl2 · 6H2O], Chromium [CrCl3 · 6H2O], Copper [CuSO4 ·
5H2O], Iron [FeCl3 · 6H2O], Manganese [MnCl2 · 4H2O], Nickel
[NiCl2 · 6H2O], Lead [Pb(NO3)2] and Zinc [ZnSO4 · 7H2O]. Metal
enrichments experiments have been performed in order to
reach an enrichment factor up to 20 times the highest dissolved
concentrations measured in the bay of Grande Rade (Table 2;
from Fichez et al., 2004).
2.3. Experimental set-up
For each sampling occasion, seawater was immediately
ﬁltered at low and constant vacuum pressure (b200 mbar)
through 47mmdiameter GF/CWhatman ﬁlters (nominal pore
size=1.2 μm). Two-liters of the ﬁltrate that contained sub-
micrometer TEP precursors were put inside a mixing device
similar to that described in Peters et al. (2002). This device,
composed of two grids oscillating vertically inside two 2-L
Plexiglas cylindrical containers, generates small-scale turbu-
lence under the control of a rotor controlling the oscillation
frequency. Since the grid oscillates in thewholewater column
(i.e., from about 0.5 cm above the bottom to sub-surface layer)
the turbulence is assumed sufﬁcient to prevent settling.
Polybead® Carboxylate Red Dyed microspheres of 6 μm
diameter (Polysciences, Inc., initial concentration=0.025 gml−1
for 2.5% solid volume, density=1.05 g cm−3) were added to the
ﬁltrate to yield to a ﬁnal concentration of 5000 ml−1. The
volume of beads solution to add was calculated from the beads
solution characteristics. In order to avoid clustering, the volume
of beads added to each container was diluted in 20ml of 0.2 μm
ﬁltered seawater stemming from the respective sampled
station and sonicated for 5 min prior to turbulence production.
The formation of TEP-beads aggregates wasmonitored at room
temperature (ca. 20 °C) under increasing turbulence intensities,
tuned at the start of three successive 1 h periods. The frequency
of oscillationswas set to reach the targeted turbulence intensity
(Peters and Gross, 1994). The turbulence kinetic energy
dissipation rate, ε, was set to 0.1, 1, and 10 cm2 s−3, during the
ﬁrst, second, and third hour of the experiment, respectively.
Sampleswere collected every15min (13 samplingoccasions) in
order to determine TEP size spectra and a relationship between
the numbers of attached beads vs. TEP size.
For the metal enrichment experiments, the metal solution
was added prior to the addition of beads. The mixed solution
of TEP and beads underwent the succession of increasing
turbulence intensities described above, but samples were
collected and studied only at the highest energy dissipation
rate at 4 sampling occasions. The highest energy dissipation
rate (i.e., 10 cm2 s−3) was selected to investigate the effect of
metals on TEP sticking properties in the light of the results
obtained during the ﬁeld study, as this level of turbulence
proved to generate the widest difference in the association
characteristics of TEP and beads as a function of the stations
investigated (Fig. 6).
2.4. TEP size spectra
TEP size spectra were determined from 5 and 10 ml sub-
samplesﬁltered onto 0.2-μmpolycarbonateﬁlters, stainedwith
Alcian Blue (Alldredge et al., 1993), and transfer of the retained
particles onto a microscope slide (Passow and Alldredge,1994).
TEP size spectrawere determined for each slide bycounting and
sizing TEP at two successive magniﬁcations (250× and 400×)
using a compound lightmicroscope. Ten imageswere takenper
slide and for each magniﬁcation. The equivalent spherical
diameter (ESD; μm) of individual TEP was calculated by
measuring its cross-sectional area with an image-analysis
system (ImagePro Plus, MediaCybernetics) and counts were
combined and classiﬁed into 20 logarithmic size classes (Mari
and Burd, 1998). The TEP volume concentration was calculated
from the TEP size spectra assuming a spherical volume for each
particle. As TEP exhibit awide variety of shapes andmay ﬂatten
on theﬁlter, we cannot obtain an accurate representation of the
3-D shape of individual particle that can be generalized. Thus,
our calculation potentially overestimates the actual volume of
TEP. However, comparison of TEP volume determined micro-
scopically and using electronic particle counter showed very
good correspondence (Kiørboe and Hansen, 1993).
2.5. Sticking properties of TEP
A relationship between TEP size and numbers of attached
beads was calculated for each sample by sizing individual TEP
and enumerating its associated beads at 400× magniﬁca-
tion using a compound light microscope. A minimum of 20
mixed aggregates of TEP-beads were studied for each slide
Table 2
Maximum dissolved metal concentrations measured at station D01 (from
Fichez et al., 2004)
Metal Al Co Cr Cu Fe Mn Pb Ni Zn
Concentration
(ng L−1)
5000 70 50 200 1500 2500 50 2500 25000
Table 1
Environmental characteristics (average±SD) along the trophic gradient (from
Mari et al., 2007, and Migon et al. 2007): temperature, salinity, in situ TEP
volume concentration, and dissolved trace metal concentrations (as the sum
of Ni, Cr and Zn)
Stations Temperature (°C) Salinity TEP
concentration
(ppm)
Dissolved metal
concentrations
(ng L−1)
D01 25.1±0.3 36.1±0.0 6.00±2.07 10125
D08 25.3±0.2 36.1±0.0 1.84±0.17 5235
D22 24.8±0.2 36.1±0.0 1.01±0.14 2293
M05 24.3±0.2 35.8±0.0 0.20±0.09 1037
M10 23.9±0.2 35.8±0.0 0.06±0.01 821
M41 23.3±0.3 35.7±0.0 0.06±0.04 407
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(average 40). The number of attached beads was ﬁtted to a
linear relationship,
n ¼ adp þ b ð1Þ
where n is the number of associated beads in the mixed
aggregate, dp (μm) is the TEP ESD, and a and b are constants
for a given sample. Numbers of TEP-attached beads and TEP
sizewere plotted in linear coordinates and the constants a and
b were determined from regression analysis. The constant a,
thereafter called the sticking slope, describes the ability of TEP
to stick to beads and, thus, relates to the propensity of TEP to
initiate the formation of large organic aggregates. A linear
relationship was used to describe the interactions between
TEP and beads because beads not embedded in their 3-D
structure but simply attached to their surface. In all aggre-
gates, TEP appeared as a central core with a ring of beads on
their outer edge (as shown in Fig. 2). Although material other
than TEP might have been present in the original ﬁltrate, they
were apparently not involved in the formation of the
aggregates of microspheres, as we never observed aggregates
of microspheres without the presence of a TEP matrix.
2.6. Estimation of TEP stickiness
Crude estimates of TEP stickiness were obtained from the
exponential decline in particle concentration during the ﬁrst
hour of each experiment (i.e., for ε=0.1 cm2 s−3), according to
the equation (Kiørboe et al., 1990):
Ct ¼ C0exp 7:824a/g=pð Þt ð2Þ
whereα is the apparent interspeciﬁc particle stickiness,ϕ is the
volume concentration of particles (ppm), γ is the ﬂuid shear
rate (s−1), and Ct and C0 are particle concentrations (ml−1) at
times t and0. Since this approachassumes that all particles (TEP
and beads) are of similar sizes, the decline in particle con-
centrationswasmonitoredbyconsideringTEPonlywithin the5
to 7 μm size class (average ESD=5.95 μm). Fluid shear rate was
estimated as γ=(ε/ν)0.5, where ν is the kinematic viscosity (ca.
10.5×10−3 cm2 s−1 at 20 °C).
In the case where two populations of particles (popula-
tions N and T) have similar volume concentrations, the
interspeciﬁc stickiness of the mixed suspension, αNT, is the
average intraspeciﬁc stickiness, (αNN+αTT) /2 (Hansen and
Kiørboe, 1997). Therefore, it was assumed that the inter-
speciﬁc stickiness of a mixed suspension of particles com-
posed of x% of population T (TEP), and y% of population N
(non-TEP) was proportional to the contribution of each popu-
lation to the suspension, i.e.,
aNT ¼ xaTT þ yaNNð Þ=100: ð3Þ
Since the beads used are non-sticky, i.e., αNN=0, the ex-
pected TEP stickiness can be estimated as:
aTT ¼ 100aNT=x: ð4Þ
No cluster of beads was ever observed without the pres-
ence of a matrix of TEP (Fig. 2), which conﬁrms the non-sticky
nature of those beads. The relative contributions of TEP and of
beads to the mixed suspension of aggregating particles were
calculated considering a volume of bead of 113 μm3, and the
average TEP volume concentration for each experiment in the
5–7 μm size range. Finally, the concentration of aggregating
particles (C) was determined by combining the observed TEP
concentration in the 5–7 μm size class with the concentration
of free beads. The latter was calculated from (i) the initial
concentration of beads, (ii) the TEP size spectra, and (iii) the
TEP size vs. number of attached beads relationship described
above.
2.7. In situ coagulation rates
Wind velocity data recorded continuously at two perma-
nent meteorological stations located on a coralline islet
situated in the middle of the lagoon, and in a semi-enclosed
bay located in Nouméa, were used to estimate average ﬂuid
shear rates by means of the relationship provided by
MacKenzie and Leggett (1993). Wind speeds averaged ca.
8 m s−1 and 4m s−1 in themiddle of the lagoon and in the bay,
respectively. Shear rates typical for the lagoon and for the bay
stations were calculated over a 15 m depth water column
assuming that wind is the dominant source of turbulence.
The speciﬁc coagulation rate of particles can be estimated
as twice the speciﬁc rate at which particle concentration
declines (Kiørboe et al., 1998). The decline rate for particles
(TEP and non-TEP) within the 5–7 μm size range were
estimated from (i) estimates of shear rates, (ii) average
concentrations of naturally occurring particles of 500 and
5000 ml−1, in the lagoon and in the bay, respectively (data
obtained from laser in situ scattering and transmissiometry
Fig. 2. Examples of mixed aggregates of TEP-beads formed from TEP with low (a) and high (b) sticking properties.
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(LISST); Jouon pers. comm.), and (iii) average TEP volume
concentration.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Experimental set-up
While the energy dissipation rates used in the present
experiment are within the range of values reported in the
ocean (i.e., from 2.8×10−7 to 47 cm2 s−3; Peters and Marrasé,
2000), they are higher than the average level (ca.10−3 cm2 s−3;
MacKenzie and Leggett, 1993). However, the turbulence
intensities used during this experiment were selected to test
the physico-chemical properties of TEP, rather than to mimic
oceanic conditions.
The initial bead concentration was chosen to ﬁt three
criteria. First, the bead concentration had to be high enough to
reach optimum collision rates with TEP. Second, this concen-
tration needed to allow the association with TEP under the
unique control of their sticking properties. In other words, if
the concentration of beads was too low, it would have lead to
the formation of mixed aggregates under-saturated in beads.
Finally, the concentration of beads had to be realistic in
comparisonwith the concentration of particles recorded in the
bay of Grande Rade (i.e., ca. 5000 ml−1; Jouon pers. comm.).
The fraction of TEP-attached beads, calculated from (i) the
TEP size vs. number of attached beads relationship and (ii) the
TEP size spectra obtained for individual station, was b100%
(i.e., overall average 69±32%) suggesting that for each
experiment a fraction of beads remained free and available
for further TEP-attachment. As a consequence, a concentra-
tion of 5000 ml−1 seems to ﬁt the above requirements.
Due to theﬁlters used toprepare solutionsof TEPprecursors,
bacteriawereprobablypresent in the initialﬁltrate, and,despite
the short incubation period (3 h), bacterial activitymay have an
inﬂuence on TEP sticking properties. However, the potential
role of bacteria on the sticking properties of TEP was not
investigated.
3.2. TEP formation at increasing turbulence intensity
The presence of TEP N1 μm at T0 is due to spontaneous
assembly of TEP precursors (Chin et al., 1998). For the
experiments conducted with precursors originating from the
bay (i.e., D01, D08 and D22), the TEP volume concentration
increased continuously under the low turbulence intensity
treatment (Fig. 3) by promoting the formation of large TEP
(Fig. 4). The diminution of the TEP volume concentration and
of the fraction of large TEP for εN1 cm2 s−3 (Figs. 3 and 4)
suggests that large aggregates broke apart when the turbu-
lence intensity increased. On the contrary, for stations in the
lagoon (i.e., M05, M10 and M41), large TEP were formed
continuously as turbulence intensity increased to high levels.
This suggests that mixed aggregates formed from precursors
collected in the bay are less robust to disaggregation than
those formed from precursors collected in the lagoon. There-
fore, TEP occurring in the bay may form loose associations
with non-TEP particles, while those occurring in the lagoon
may play the role of strong cohesive organic glue.
The smallest TEP size considered during the microscopic
analysis was N1 μm. Since TEP are formed by coagulation from
Fig. 3. Volume concentration of TEP formed in the 2-L cylindrical containers
during increasing turbulent conditions. TEP were formed from precursors
collected in the bay (stations D01, D08 and D22), and outside the bay
(stations M05, M10 andM41). Each value corresponds to the average (±SD) of
3 measurements (one per station).
Fig. 4. Size spectra per size class of TEP formed in the 2-L cylindrical
containers during increasing turbulent conditions. TEP were formed from
precursors collected in the bay (stations D01, D08 and D22), and outside the
bay (stations M05, M10 and M41).
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precursors smaller than 1 μm (Passow, 2000) one can assume
that the opposite mechanism of break-up would generate
TEPb1 μm and, thus, that small ‘particles’ generated during
TEP disaggregation would escape microscopic observation,
explaining the diminution of TEP volume concentration at
high turbulence.
3.3. Sticking properties of TEP along the sampling gradient
For each station, a ‘number of attached beads vs. TEP size’
relationship was established for samples collected every
15 min. Within a one hour period at a given turbulence
intensity, the regression lines were not signiﬁcantly different
Fig. 5. Examples (D01) of relationship between TEP size and number of attached beads, as a function of turbulent regime.
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for a given station (PN5%) and, thus, the results were grouped
per turbulence intensity (Fig. 5). When the turbulence
intensity increased from 0.1 to 10 cm2 s−3, the sticking slope
for station D01 decreased from 4.04 to 1.74, while for station
M10 it increased from 3.38 to 6.27 (Fig. 6). Variations of the
sticking slopes, a, obtained for each station suggest that,
while more abundant in the bay of Grande Rade (Table 1), TEP
formed from precursors collected in the bay are less sticky
than those formed from precursors collected in the lagoon.
Because of the different scaling in beads number vs. TEP
size between stations, the variations of TEP sticking proper-
ties were examined by comparing the number of attached
beads on TEP of the same size. As an example, under high
turbulence intensity, the number of attached beads per TEP of
24 μm ESD increased from ∼34 to 100, from D01 to M10,
while it remained relatively constant (i.e., between 64 and 74)
under low turbulence intensity.
Interestingly, the sticking slope for the oceanic station,
M41, was high and did not vary as a function of turbulence
intensity (from 5.02 to 5.57, corresponding to 87–92 attached
beads per TEP of 24 μm ESD). This pattern differs to that
observed elsewhere, and suggests that precursors collected at
the open ocean station are extremely reactive, i.e., that the
whole pool of TEP precursors interacts immediately with
beads, independently of the turbulence level. The opposite
situation can be seen for the stations D01 to M10, as the
sticking slopes varied when the turbulence intensity
increased from 0.1 to 10 cm2 s−3. These slopes decreased for
D01 and D08, but they increased for D22, M05 and M10. The
decrease of the sticking slopes observed in the bay, suggests
that rupture between TEP and their attached beads occurs.
All together, these results suggest that the pool of TEP
precursors may be characterized by a gradient of physico-
chemical reactivity (i.e., weakly to highly sticky) coinciding
with the sampling gradient. Three situations may be
identiﬁed. First, TEP precursors in the bay are not reactive,
and the TEP formed present very low sticking properties.
Second, the pool of TEP precursors in the lagoon is composed
of fractions presenting different reactivities, and the TEP
formed can show high sticking properties if the turbulence
regime is high enough to ‘activate’ the stickiest precursors.
Finally, the pool of TEP precursors in the open ocean station is
composed of a highly reactive fraction able to be ‘activated’
even at low turbulent regimes, and the TEP formed present
high sticking properties.
3.4. Metal-induced variations of TEP sticking properties
Interestingly, the diminution of the TEP sticking properties
along the sampling gradient coincides with a gradient of
metal concentrations starting in a bay impacted by industrial
and urban inputs (Table 1; Migon et al., 2007) (Fig. 6).
Industrial inputs are mainly caused by the activity of a large
nickel smelter.
The diminution of the sticking slope subsequently to the
addition of metals to a solution of TEP precursors collected in
station M05 demonstrates that high metal concentrations
alter TEP sticking properties (Fig. 7) and suggests that natural
variations of TEP sticking properties may be caused by the
gradient in metal concentrations. The sticking slope, a, of TEP
formed from precursors collected in M05 decreased from 5.5
to ca. 1.0 for an increase in metal concentrations correspond-
ing to about 8–10 times the concentration of dissolved metals
in D01. A sticking slope similar to that observed in D01 (a=1.7;
Fig. 6) is reached for an enrichment factor ≥5. While this
experiment shows that high metal concentrations lower TEP
sticking properties, concentrations of dissolved metals higher
than those observed in situ are requested to reach a sticking
slope equivalent to that observed for TEP occurring in D01. A
way to explain the high levels of metals requested in labo-
ratory experiments to mimic the naturally-occurring varia-
tions of TEP sticking properties is if the sensitivity of TEP
sticking properties to metals in D01 is enhanced due to the
combined effect of others parameters, such as TEP composi-
tion or bacterial degradation.
Other factors may explain the high concentrations of metals
used tomimic theobservedvariations. First, themetal speciation
occurring in the cocktail may differ from that in the ﬁeld and,
thus, thesemetal formsmay not interactwith TEP the sameway
Fig. 6. Variations of the sticking properties of TEP along the trophic gradient,
as recorded for the experiments conducted at ε=0.1, 1, and 10 cm2 s−3.
Fig. 7. Variations of the sticking properties of TEP as a function of metal
concentrations.
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in situ and during the enrichment experiments. Second, the
large nickel smelter in the Bay of Grande Rade is the source of
high metal, but non-regular, inputs since depending upon the
smelter activity and loading/unloading of ships. Therefore, the
concentrations in the bay at the sampling periodmay have been
different than the concentrations measured during the study
used as reference (Fichez et al., 2004). Finally, whilemetals used
in thecocktail arepresent in theﬁeldwecannotbe sure that they
are the only metals sp. interacting with TEP.
3.5. Other parameters potentially controlling the sticking
properties of TEP
Although TEP are largely composed of acidic polysacchar-
ides, their composition varies as a function of species and
physiological status of the phytoplankton releasing TEP
precursors (Myklestad, 1995; Aluwihare and Repeta, 1999).
The composition of the phytoplankton varies along the
studied gradient (Jacquet et al., 2006), which may alter TEP
characteristics. In addition, the vicinity of coral reefs may also
impact the characteristics of TEP by producing high amount of
exopolymeric substances with peculiar sticking properties.
For instance, Wolanski et al. (2003) observed a rapid aggre-
gation of particles after mixing turbid plume water with coral
reef water, and Wild et al. (2004) underlined the occurrence
of speciﬁc aggregation processes related to the production of
mucus by corals. Difference in TEP composition, invoked as a
controlling parameter of TEP sticking properties during the
ﬁeld study, may also play a role in inﬂuencing the TEP sticking
properties during the metal enrichment experiments. Actu-
ally, the ﬁeld study was performed in November, whereas it
was spread between March and April for the enrichment
experiments. As the trophic conditions vary slightly between
November and May (Jacquet et al., 2006), TEP composition
may differ from the ﬁrst experiment to the second. Interest-
ingly, at the same turbulence level, TEP precursors collected at
station M05 exhibit the same stickiness slope (i.e., 5.5) from
November to May for both studies, suggesting that TEP com-
position did not vary signiﬁcantly.
The studied sampling gradient also coincides with a
gradient of residence time constrained by the hydrodynamic
circulation inside the lagoon (Jouon et al., 2006). Mari et al.
(2007) argued that the high residence time of the water mass
inside the bay of Grande Rade could favor the installation of a
feedback system in which organic matter is exported very
slowly, which, in turn, allows its ageing through continuous
degradation. The bacterial degradation of organicmatter leads
to a modiﬁcation of its chemical composition by selectively
removing bioreactive components (Aluwihare and Repeta,
1999; Amon et al., 2001), potentially resulting in an alteration
of the physico-chemical properties of TEP. Therefore, one may
hypothesize that the sticking properties of TEP are correlated
to hydrodynamic parameters. However, it has been shown
that the distribution of trace metal concentrations in the
lagoon of New Caledonia was subjected to hydrodynamic
constraints, and was directly driven by the residence time of
the water masses (Migon et al., 2007). As a result, trace metal
concentrations and residence time are dependent variables in
the studied system and, thus, their respective contribution to
the alteration of the TEP sticking properties cannot be
determined without further investigations.
3.6. Kolmogorov scale and maximum aggregate size
Aggregation processes are primarily driven by encounter
rates between particles that depend on particles concentra-
tion and turbulent shear. However, as aggregates grow, the
disruptive effect of the shear becomes more important
(Winterwerp, 1998; Ellis et al., 2004). Theoretically, the
largest aggregates tend to reach the size of the smallest
turbulent eddies, i.e., the Kolmogorov microscale (Fugate and
Friedrichs, 2003). The Kolmogorov microscale (Dmax) can be
estimated according to Dmax=(ν3/ε)1/4, where ν is the kine-
matic viscosity of seawater, and ε is the turbulent kinetic
energy dissipation rate (cm2 s−3). In our study Dmax was 580,
330, and 180 μm for turbulence levels of 0.1, 1, and 10 cm2 s−3,
respectively. The maximum size of aggregates (TEP-beads)
never reached these theoretical values, and Dmax are a factor
of (mean±SD) 17.6±4.3, 8.9±2.0, and 5.6±2.3 larger, for
turbulence levels of 0.1, 1, and 10 cm2 s−3, respectively (Fig. 8).
Interestingly, the average deviation from Dmax decreased at
high turbulence levels, suggesting that high turbulence
regimes limit the growth of aggregates in lower proportion
than low turbulent regimes. In addition, for energy dissipa-
tion rates of 1 and 10 cm2 s−3, the maximum aggregate size
gets closer form Dmax as TEP precursors were collected from
near-shore to offshore stations (Fig. 8). This pattern supports
the idea that the TEP pool is characterized by a gradient of
physico-chemical reactivity, resulting in an increasing resis-
tance to disaggregation towards offshore stations. Consider-
ing that the decrease in the deviation from Dmax coincides
with the decrease in metal concentrations, this suggests that
metal adsorption may reduce the strength of aggregates.
Comparing Dmax and maximum aggregate size during the
enrichment experiments help determining the effect of metal
concentrations on the strength of aggregates. During the metal
enrichment experiments at a turbulence level of 10 cm2 s−3, the
size of aggregates never reached the Dmax of 180 μm (Fig. 9).
However,metal enrichmentcanhaveopposite effects according
to the concentration added. For metal enrichment factors ≤8,
themaximumaggregate size decreased continuously, as shown
Fig. 8. Deviation of maximum TEP equivalent spherical diameter (ESDmax)
from Kolmogorov length scale (Dmax) along the sampling gradient, as
recorded for the experiments conducted at ε=0.1, 1, and 10 cm2 s−3.
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by the increasingdeviation fromDmax, suggesting a reduction of
aggregate strength. On the contrary, the maximum aggregate
size increased drastically for factors N8 to reach a plateau cor-
responding to a maximum size of about half Dmax, suggesting
that very high levels of metals increase strength of aggregates
and/or modify their conformation.
3.7. Crude estimates of TEP stickiness
Estimates of TEP stickiness were obtained from the decline
in particle (TEP and beads) concentrations during the ﬁrst hour
of the experiments conducted with seawater collected along
the samplinggradient. The shearapplied during theﬁrst hourof
each experiment (i.e., γ=3.09 s−1) caused mixed aggregates
formation, which resulted in an exponential decline of the
number of particles within the 5–7 μm size range (Fig. 10).
Decline rates were different according to the origin of TEP
precursors, and the apparent particle stickiness, αNT, were
calculated from the slopes of the individual regressions ac-
cording to Eq. (2). The apparent particle stickiness of themixed
solution of TEP and beads, αNT, varied from 0.002 to 0.011, with
the lowest values in the head of the bay and the highest value in
the middle of the lagoon (Fig. 11). According to the above
assumptions, the expected stickiness of TEP, αTT, was calculated
from Eq. (4). αTT increased continuously from the bay to the
open ocean station, from 0.05 to 0.71 (Fig. 11).
Although these estimates cover the range of reported values
(Kiørboe and Hansen, 1993; Kiørboe et al., 1994; Dam and
Drapeau, 1995; Logan et al., 1995; Engel, 2000), they need to be
taken cautiously as the approach used for the calculation relies
on several assumptions. First, themethoddevelopedbyKiørboe
et al. (1990) assumes that the initial suspension of the two
populations of aggregating particles is monodisperse (i.e., all
particles are equal sizes). While this assumption allows solving
the coagulation equation from exponential changes in particle
concentration, it is false for TEP since theydistribute alonga size
spectrum. This difﬁculty was circumvented by considering a
single size class within the TEP size spectra, where most of the
changes occur, and of similar size than the beads. Second, this
approach considers that once two particles have aggregated,
disaggregation does not occur. Fragmentation of mixed aggre-
gates certainly occurs at high turbulent intensity, as suggested
by the variations of TEP size spectra when the turbulent
intensity increased to ca. γ=10 s−1 during the second hour, and
to ca. γ=30 s−1 during the third hour (Fig. 4). In order to limit
the effect of disaggregation, the estimation of the TEP stickiness
was investigated only for the lower shear stress (ca. γ=3 s−1),
during the ﬁrst hour of each experiment.
3.8. In situ coagulation rates
Assuming that estimates of TEP stickiness, αTT, can apply
to ﬁeld TEP and considering that stickiness of naturally
occurring non-TEP particles, αNN, are orders of magnitude
lower than that of TEP (Passow et al., 1994; Logan et al., 1995),
one can estimate in situ coagulation rates fromestimates ofﬁeld
shear rates, and of interspeciﬁc stickiness, αNT, using Eq. (2). In
order to simplify this calculation, twoopposite situationswhere
Fig. 9. Deviation ofmaximumTEP equivalent spherical diameter (ESDmax) from
Kolmogorov length scale (Dmax) during the metal enrichment experiments.
Fig. 10. Particle concentration (in the 5–7 μm size range) vs. time for each
station during the ﬁrst hour of each experiment (ε=0.1 cm2 s−3). Slopes of
concentration vs. time were obtained from ln-regressions.
Fig. 11. Apparent interspeciﬁc particle (TEP+beads) stickiness, αNT, and
expected TEP stickiness, αTT, along the sampling gradient.
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investigated, i.e., the stations in the bay (D01 and D08) and the
stations near the coral reef (M10 and M41). Averages TEP
stickinesswere∼0.15 and∼0.59, for the bay stations and for the
stations near the reef, respectively. Assuming that αNN∼0, and
according to the respective concentrationsof eachpopulation of
particles,αNTwere∼0.08 and∼0.29, for the bay stations and for
the stations near the reef, respectively. Estimates of in situ shear
rates were 6 times lower in the bay of Grande Rade than in the
lagoon (Fig. 12a). The speciﬁc coagulation rate of particles was
calculated from the shear rates in the 15mwater column, using
Eq. (2). Provided that the mixed aggregates formed from TEP
and non-TEP settle down, the expected sedimentation rate of
TEP should be similar to its coagulation rate. According to above
assumptions, TEP shouldbeexported faster (ca. 2.4 times) in the
lagoon than in the bay (Fig. 12b). As an example, TEP
sedimentation rate is 0.12 d−1m−2 in the bay, while it reaches
0.30 d−1 m−2 near the coral reef.
3.9. Potential implication for vertical ﬂux
The fraction of TEP production removed per day can be
estimated, considering crude estimates of turnover rates of TEP
in the bay of Grande Rade and in the station near the reef
(0.003 d−1 and 0.300 d−1, respectively) (Mari et al., 2007). On
one hand, if TEP production (i.e., TEP turnover) ﬁts TEP removal
via sedimentation, the retention rate shouldbe ≤1 day. In such a
scheme, TEP are exported the same day they are produced,
which leaves ≤1 day for local involvement into biological
processes. In such an export-dominated system, TEP should be
‘young’. On the other hand, if TEP turnoverbexpected sedi-
mentation rate of TEP, it suggests that production and export of
TEP are uncoupled and, thus, that the fraction of TEP likely to be
removed via aggregation/sedimentation processes is much
lower than expected from in situ coagulation rates. Therefore,
TEP produced will remain suspended in the water column,
allowing involvement into pelagic biological processes. Reten-
tion rate of TEP was estimated for both situations (Fig. 12c). In
order to ﬁt estimates of TEP turnover rate with theoretical TEP
sedimentation rate, TEP retention rate should be more than 40
times higher in the bay of Grande Rade than in the station near
the reef. TEP retention rates integrated over the water column
were40dm−2 and1dm−2 for TEP occurring in theGrandeRade
and in the stations near the coral reef, respectively. In other
words, TEP produced in the bay of Grande Rade may remain in
thewater column for 40days before to be exported,while those
occurring near the reefmay be exported less than one day after
production.
Away to reconcile coagulation and turnover rates of TEP in
the bay of Grande Rade is if newly formed TEP do not sink.
Due to their low sticking properties, TEP occurring in the bay
would be inclined to incorporate less solid particles (e.g.
phytoplankton cells, detritus), which, in turn, would lead to
the formation of marine snow aggregates predominantly
composed of TEP. Since TEP have a density lower than
seawater, the density of a mixed organic aggregate depends
on the ratio TEP:solid particles (Azetsu-Scott and Passow,
2004). Therefore, aggregates should be denser if formed from
highly sticky TEP, than if formed from TEP with low sticking
properties. If this hypothesis holds true, aggregates occurring
in the bay of Grande Rade should remain suspended in the
water column and sedimentation rate should be uncoupled
with the standing stock of suspended particulate organic
matter, which may favor recycling pathways. This scheme is
supported by the high turbidity recorded in this bay (always
N1 NPU), independently from wind conditions (Ouillon pers.
comm.). Since TEP can act as a sorption matrix for metals, and
as a food substrate for various consumers (Grossart et al.,
1998; Passow and Alldredge, 1999; Ling and Alldredge, 2003;
Mari and Rassoulzadegan, 2004), in metal-enriched seawater,
TEP could represent the main route for metal to the pelagic
marine food web.
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Fig.12.Depth proﬁles of estimated shear rates (a), expected sedimentation rates (b), and potential recycling rates in the bay of Grande Rade and in the stations near
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 INTRODUCTION
 
In the ocean, particulate organic carbon (POC) is primarily composed of material 
derived from the various plankton species that represent the primary producers and 
consumers. During the last few decades it has become clear that the amount and 
composition of POC exported to the deep sea varies greatly both seasonally and 
geographically. Recently, it has been proposed that the flux of POC could be 
determined by the flux of so-called mineral ballast: calcium carbonate (CaCO3), 
biogenic silica (BSi) and lithogenic material (Amstrong et al., 2002; Klaas and 
Archer, 2002). The effect of these minerals would be twofold, (i) first the POC 
associated with mineral would gain density, and sink faster; thus escaping more 
efficiently degradation through the water column; (ii) the minerals offer a physical 
protection to POC against degradation; which would explain why there is a fairly 
constant 3-7% POC preserved below 1000 m depth. While the first part of the 
hypothesis (the increased sinking speed of ballasted particles) has been explored 
(Passow and De La Rocha, 2006; De La Rocha et al., 2008; Ploug et al., 2008 a, b) no 
satisfying mechanism has been tested to explain the fairly constant 3-7% POC to dry 
weight (POC: DW) ratio found at depths. 
It is now acknowledged that the adsorption of organic carbon (OC) onto a mineral 
matrix constitutes a preservation pathway in marine sediments (e.g. Mayer et al., 
1988; Keil et al., 1994a; Mayer, 1994; Hedges and Keil, 1995). Among the different 
minerals found in marine sediments OC is preferentially associated with clays 
(Mayer, 1994; Keil et al., 1994b; Pichevin et al., 2004) eventhough the conditions of 
the organo-clay interactions are still under debate. While the association mechanisms 
between clay and OC have been studied in the sediment (Suess, 1970; Keil et al., 
1994a; Arnarson and Keil, 2000; Satterberg et al., 2000) they remain overlooked in 
 the water column. Moreover, this mechanism has not yet been studied for CaCO3 and 
BSi.  
Here we propose to determine whether the aggregation between DOC and three 
mineral ballasts can form POC in the water column and explore for each mineral to 
which extend this mechanism could explain the 3-7% POC: DW ratio observed 
empirically. Transparent Exopolymer Particles (TEP) are sticky particles that form 
abiotically from dissolved organic precursors (Passow, 2000). TEP control particle 
flux since they glue together particles that form marine snow (Passow, 2002a). 
According to their size, TEP are at the interface between dissolved and particulate 
organic matter. Thus, we will also assess whether TEP can play a significant role in 
the aggregation of mineral ballast and DOC. We used rolling tanks devices (Shank 
and Edmondson, 1989) in which the particles remain in suspension like in the water 
column. Thus, important conditions found in the water column such as sinking, 
aggregation and diffusivity of the particles can be reproduced. Also, in contrast with 
previous experiences made on the sediment (Keil et al., 1997; Arnarson et Keil, 2000; 
Satterberg et al., 2003) the original OC content of the minerals used was not removed 
for our experiments. This deliberate choice is based on the observations that 
treatments to remove OC from clays modify the surface properties hence the 
adsorption mechanism of clays (Heller-Kallai, 2006 and references herein). 
 
 1. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 
1.1. Characterization of the minerals studied
Purchase and preparation 
The clay was a Na-montmorillonite clay (SWy-2, Crook County, Wyoming, USA) 
purchased by The Clay Minerals Society (Chantilly, USA). The calcium carbonate 
(CaCO3) was a Cretaceous (Maastrichtian) chalk from the cliffs of Rügen (Baltic Sea, 
Germany), disaggregated with a micro tissue grinder and dried for storage. The opal 
(BSi) came from a freshwater diatomite (Costalite®, Industrias de Filtrantes 
Naturales, Ltda, Germany). The diatomite was wet-sieved through 10 μm and 
minerals removed from the <10 μm fraction via a heavy liquid separation. The 
separated opal fraction (<10 μm) was then cleaned for 1 h at 60°C in a 50: 50 (vol: 
vol) solution of 30 % hydrogen peroxide and concentrated HCl. After rinsing with 
distilled water, it was dried for storage.  
Photos of the prepared minerals were taken with a Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) using a Quanta 200F from FEI Company. 
 
Initial carbon contents 
In order to quantify the Carbon introduced by the minerals in the samples, the total 
organic and inorganic carbon (TOC and TIC, respectively) content of each mineral 
was determined. Between 40 and 100 mg of the prepared solid state of each mineral 
was weighed (Ohaus Voyager VP, Sartorius) and transferred into combusted ceramic 
containers. Six replicates were prepared for each mineral. Half of the replicates were 
then moistened with ethanol, acidify with 0.5 mL of 12M HCl and dry overnight at 
150°C before re-weighing. The TOC and total carbon (TC = TOC + TIC) contents 
 were then determined in the acidified and non-acidified samples, respectively (LECO 
CC-125 Analyzer).  
 
Specific surface area and size distribution 
Specific surface area (SSA) measurements were performed for each prepared mineral 
solid-state, according to the BET technique (Brunauer et al., 1938; Sing et al., 1985), 
with a minimum of 0.1 g of sample and 3 runs per sample (Quantachrom, Quantasorb, 
University of Bremen). 
Each prepared mineral solid state was dispersed in ethanol and the particles diameters 
were determined by lasergranulometry (LS 130, Coulter) by the the Fraunhofer 
Institute for Manufacturing Technology and Applied Materials Research (IFAM, 
Bremen). The measured particles diameters were sorted in size classes ranging from 
0.1 to 860 μm and the frequencies in these size classes were used to determine the 
size distributions. 
 
Size partitioning of the minerals in seawater 
Minerals can undergo physical changes such as size when introduced in a highly 
charged medium like seawater. Therefore the partition of the minerals in the dissolved 
and particulate (> 0.7μm) phase was studied in organic carbon-free seawater 
conditions. Artificial seawater (ASW) was prepared from addition of ten different 
salts to distilled water, and stirring until complete dissolution (Anderson, 2005). The 
pH was adjusted to 8 with 1M NaOH. The ASW was then placed in acid-washed 
Quartz tubes and exposed to a photochemical UV lamp (450 W, ACE Glass Inc.) for 
> 12 h in order to get rid of the organic carbon in solution (??????et al. ??????S. 
Steigenberg, pers. Comm.). The organic carbon-free ASW, generally called UV 
 seawater (UVSW, Steigenber et al.) was then used to prepare a solution of each 
mineral in combusted glass vials. Specific volumes of each solution, corresponding to 
specific weights of SWy-2, CaCO3 and BSi, were filtered through pre-weighed, 
combusted GF/F filters. The filters were then dried at 60°C for >12 h, stored for > 1 
week in an excicator before reweighing (XP2U Ultra-microbalance, Mettler Toledo). 
 
1.2. Influence of minerals on the formation of POC during aggregation experiments 
Experimental set-up and phytoplankton cultures 
Experiments to address the interactions between mineral ballast and the organic 
dissolved phase were conducted in cylindrical tanks rotating on rolling tables (Shanks 
and Edmondson, 1989). The 1.2 litre transparent rolling tanks allow the formation of 
aggregates by differential settling. For each experiment each tank was filled with a 1.2 
μm filtrate of an algal culture and a stock solution of minerals, either Swy-2, CaCO3 
or BSi to reach a final mineral concentration between 0 and  50 mg. L-1. The 
experimental solutions were then allowed to aggregate during 24h. 
Culture filtrate was generated from the diatom Chaetoceros debilis (MM24 C3, 
isolated in 2004 within the Polar frontal zone of the Atlantic sector of the Southern 
Ocean by P. Assmy, AWI), or from a mixed culture consiting of the diatoms 
Chaetoceros affinis, Skeletonema costatum and Thalassiosira rotula as well as the 
Prymnesiophyceae Phaeocystis globosa (all isolated at the long time series station in 
Helgoland in the North Sea by A. Kraberg, AWI collection). Phytoplankton species 
were grown in 50 mL culture containers in f/2 medium (Guillard 1975), under non-
axenic conditions at 15°C, with a 65 μM photon.m-2.s-1 irradiance and 12-h L: 12-h D 
cycles.  
 In preparation for each experiment, either the C. debilis or the mix consisting of C.
affinis, S. costatum, T. rotula and P. globosa were grown in f/2 medium in a 20 L 
carboy equipped with an air-bubbling system. Algae were allowed to grow between 
10 and 35 days (Table I). C. debilis, C. affinis, S. costatum, T. rotula and P. globosa 
exhibited exponential growth rates of 0.25, 0.25, 1.42, 0.29 and 0.58 cells. day-1, 
respectively. The latter, combined with fluorescence measurements (data not shown), 
enables us to define different growth phases (Andersen, 2005) for all batch cultures as 
following: day 1-10, exponential growth, day 14-16, bloom and day 16-40, 
senescence. 
At the onset of the experiment, the whole growing media were harvested and filtered 
within 3 hours at 15°C through GF/C filters, in order to remove the phytoplankton 
cells and collect the dissolved precursors (< GF/C nominal pore size 1.2 μm) for the 
experiments. This solution will be further called culture filtrate. 
All minerals stock solutions were prepared from the minerals described above (see 
1.1.) in distilled water and stored at 15°C. The CaCO3 and BSi solutions were 
prepared immediately before the experiment. The stock solution of Swy-2 was 
prepared the previous day to allow minerals to equilibrate into solution (Sayles & 
Mangelsdorf, 1977). 
At the beginning of each experiment, the tanks were half-filled with the culture filtrate 
before adding a small volume of the stock solution of either Swy-2, CaCO3 or BSi 
(Table I) to reach a final mineral concentration ranging from 0 to 50 mg. L-1. The 
tanks were then topped off with the experimental solution, sealed without visible air 
bubble and incubated at 15°C in the dark for 24h at a rotation speed of 3 rpm. At the 
offset of the experiment, whenever aggregated particles were observed, a video was 
recorded. Tanks were removed one by one and the solution carefully transferred into a 
 beaker before processing for DW, POC and PON analysis. This enabled to gently 
homogenize the samples before filtrations. For several experiments, samples for DOC, 
DON and TEP determinations were also collected (Table II). 
 
Measurements of DW, POC/N and DOC/N 
The solution sampled for DW, POC and PON was filtered on pre-weighed, pre-
combusted GF/F filters (0.7 μm nominal pore size). The filters were then rinsed with 
Milli-Q water to remove the salt, acidified to remove inorganic carbon (1 N HCl), 
dried out at 60 °C for > 6 h and stored for > 1 week in an excicator before weighing 
(XP2U Ultra-microbalance, Mettler Toledo, Max. 2.1 g, 0.2 μg repeatability at 0.2 g, 
? 0.1 μg readibility). All filters were then analysed for POC and PON contents 
(ANCA SL 20-20). 
The samples for DOC and DON analysis were filtered through pre-combusted GF/F 
filters, collected in pre-combusted glass ampoules which were then melted shut. The 
filtered samples were stored frozen before measurement by high temperature catalytic 
oxidation (HTCO, Shimadzu TOC 5000 analyzer). 
 
Transparent Exopolymeric Particles (TEP) 
The concentration of TEP was determined colorimetrically (Passow and Alldredge, 
1995) by filtering samples through 0.2 μm polycarbonate filters under low vacuum (< 
200 mm Hg) and staining with Alcian Blue. Stained TEP were redissolved in 80% 
sulfuric acid, and the absorption at 787 nm was measured (Spectrophotometer 
UV1700, Shimadzu). Gum Xanthan was used as a calibration substance. 
Concentrations of TEP are presented as averages of triplicates and expressed as 
standardized Gum Xanthan equivalent concentrations (μg GXeq. L-1).  
 Additionnally, we tested the eventual error induced by the staining of the minerals 
with Alcian Blue. Each mineral were first separately diluted in UVSW and 
microscopic slides were prepared according to the Filter Freeze Transfer technique 
(Passow and Alldredge, 1995). Since only Swy-2 stained, different volumes of Swy-2 
diluted in UVSW (see 1.4. for the preparation) were filtered and processed following 
the TEP procedure described above. The TEP concentrations of the SWy-2 treatments 
presented hereafter were thus corrected for the natural staining of SWy-2 by Alcian 
Blue. Triplicate measurements of TEP concentrations were determined. The 
concentrations were expressed in μg equivalent GumXanthan per mg of Swy-2 (μg 
Gxeq. mg-1 clay). The standardized Alcian Blue solution was the same for all 
measurements in order to have the same calibration factor (Passow and Alldredge, 
1995). 
 
  
 
  
 2. RESULTS 
2.1. Characterisation of the minerals
The amount of OC originally present in the minerals was low (Table III). SWy-2, 
CaCO3 and BSi contained 0.18, 0.07 and 0.15 % of TOC (w: w), respectively. SWy-2 
(0-447 μm) exhibited a wider size distribution than CaCO3 (0-36 μm) and BSi (0-43 
μm; Figure 1) and was the largest of the three minerals (mean diameter: 169 μm). The 
latter explains that a higher fraction of Swy-2 could be retained in the particulate 
phase (94.21 %) than CaCO3 (44.96 %) and Bsi (47.43 %) in UVSW (Table III). The 
size distribution of Swy-2 and BSi appeared homogeneous. The distribution of 
CaCO3, however, seemed divided into 2-3 distinct parts: 0-2; 2-20 and 20-26 μm; the 
2-20 μm part contributing the most to the total volume of CaCO3 (Fig. 1). 
The OC content originally contained in each mineral was corrected in all POC and 
DOC measurements, so that only OC introduced via the phytoplankton filtrates are 
taken into account in the results presented hereafter. 
 
2.2. Macroaggregates
After 24 h aggregation, macroscopic aggregates (> 0.5 mm) were observed with all 
the clay treatments and with the 20 and 50 mg.L-1 CaCO3 treatments for all 
experiments. No macroscopic aggregates were formed with the BSi treatments. The 
first macroaggregates were visible after ~ 6 h, suggesting that rapid kinetics were 
involved. As shown in the video, the aggregates formed during our experiments were 
sinking. Thus it seems that not only macroaggregates were formed through the 
interaction between dissolved compounds of phytoplankton origin and Swy-2 or 
 CaCO3, but also that in many cases the aggregates formed were dense enough to sink 
at a speed > 0.1 m.d-1. 
2.3. Formation of POC through aggregation between DOC and minerals
During experiment 3 the aggregation between DOC (from blooming C. debilis) and 
the three mineral ballast SWy-2, CaCO3 and BSi (20 mg. L-1) formed POC or not, 
depending on the type of mineral (Fig. 2). The DOC concentrations during 
Experiment 3 were high (> 3000 μg. L-1) and the POC (= TOC – DOC) represented a 
small fraction (1.1 to 16.8 %) of the TOC pool (Table IV). There was no significant 
difference between POC concentrations at the start (87.1 ± 86.1 μg. L-1) and at the end 
(after 24 h aggregation) of the experiment in the control (69.1 ± 55.8 μg. L-1) and in 
CaCO3 (77.1 ± 20.4 μg. L-1) treatments (Table IV). Thus, no POC was formed 
through aggregation of DOC alone (start vs. control treatments) or between DOC and 
CaCO3. In contrast, the POC concentrations increased ~10 and ~3-folds  through 
aggregation between DOC and SWy-2 and DOC and BSi, respectively. The clay 
SWy-2 was most effective in promoting the formation of POC from DOC of a 
blooming C. debilis culture.   
 
2.4. Role of TEP 
The concentration of TEP (Fig. 3) in the control sample was higher in experiment 1, 
with exsudates from senescent C. debilis (24.6 ±11.7 μg eq. GX. L-1) than in 
experiment 2, with exsudates from growing C. debilis (6.7 ± 5.1 μg eq. GX. L-1). 
While TEP concentrations were close in the CaCO3 and BSi treatments (except with 
50 mg. L-1 mineral) for both experiment 1 and 2, they were ~10 times  higher in the 
SWy-2 treatments and for all mineral concentations.  
 The two types of exsudates influenced the production of TEP in the SWy-2 treatment 
(Fig. 3a). More TEP were produced with senescent (Experiment 1) than growing 
(Experiment 2) C. debilis exudates with SWy-2 concentrations between 0 and 20 mg. 
L-1. The same amount of TEP was produced at the highest clay concentrations (20-50 
mg.L-1) in both experiments. TEP appeared to reach a plateau with less SWy-2 in 
experiment 1 than in experiment 2.
The influence of the type of exsudate in the CaCO3 and BSi treatments differed from 
the SWy-2. During experiment 1 (senescent C. debilis exudates) a significant increase 
in TEP was only observed with the highest mineral concentration (50 mg.L-1) for both 
CaCO3 and BSi treatments. During experiment 2 (growing C. debilis exudates) there 
was a significant increase in TEP compared to the control with addition of mineral 
(CaCO3 and BSi). However, there was no significant difference in TEP concentrations 
between 5 and 20 mg. L-1 for both CaCO3 and BSi. The TEP increased again only for 
the highest CaCO3 and BSi concentration (50 mg.L-1). 
Microscopic observations of TEP and TEP-mineral aggregates (Fig. 4 ) revealed 
contrasted associations between TEP and each mineral during experiment 3 
(blooming C. debilis, mineral concentration: 20 mg. L-1). TEP and SWy-2 appeared 
tightly associated, forming large homogeneous aggregates, whereas TEP formed the 
core of aggregated CaCO3. In contrast with the SWy-2 treatment, TEP did not adsorb 
on CaCO3 surface. While aggregates were observed for both SWy-2 and CaCO3 
treatments, TEP and BSi did not aggregate. TEP rather adsorbed on the surface of BSi 
particles and formed independent particles aside. 
 
2.5. POC formation depends on Swy-2 concentrations and the type of DOC 
precursors
 The formation of POC through aggregation between DOC precursors and SWy-2 
increased with increasing SWy-2 concentrations (Fig. 4). This increase appeared to be 
steeper with low SWy-2 concentrations. The curve models that fitted best to the 
increase of POC as a function of SWy-2 concentrations were ligand-binding 
relationships (Table V).  
The type of DOC precursors influenced the formation of POC. The highest POC 
concentrations (1399 ± 73.2 μg. L-1) were reached during experiment 4 (blooming 
diatom mix + Phaeo.), for which only little SWy-2 was necessary for a high 
production of POC (Kd = 0.73 ± 0.46). The second highest POC concentration 
reached through DOC-SWy-2 intereactions was during experiment 3, also containing 
DOC precursors from a blooming culture. Finally, the production of POC was less 
effective with either senescent or growing C debilis. 
2.6. The POC to DW ratios
In order to compare the results from the different experiments the POC: DW (% w: w) 
ratio were normalized to the POC: DW ratios of the Control values for each 
experiment (Fig. 6). The distributions of the POC to DW ratios followed an 
exponential decay according to the mineral concentration introduced (Table VI). The 
slope of the fit-curve, b, describes how fast the mineral becomes saturated with OC by 
adding further mineral. In other words, b gives indication on the carrying capacities of 
the minerals in each experiment: the lower b is, higher is the carrying capacity. The 
plateau, y0, represents the minimum POC: DW ratio; in other words the minimum 
coating of POC that is adsorbed on the mineral.  
The steepest decrease of the POC: DW ratio (b = 2.70 ± 0.37) combined with the 
highest plateau value (y0 > 8) were reached with SWy-2 and exsudates from blooming 
 diatom mix + Phaeo. (experiment 4). These results suggests that eventhough the 
carrying capacity of SWy-2 was low, the saturation of SWy-2 with OC occurred when 
the particles had a high content of POC. The plateau exhibited similar values (y0 ~10 
%) for the different types of exsudates tested in the SWy-2 experiments. This is a 
strong indication that an incompressible pool of ~10 % DOC asorbed to SWy-2 exists; 
independently of the diagenetic state of the OM present in seawater.  
This effect was not observed in the CaCO3 treatment (experiment 2) for which the 
POC to DW ratio tended towards zero. However, the CaCO3 treatment exhibited the 
lowest b value (0.04 ± 5.10-3), which means that for low mineral concentrations (< 10 
mg.L-1), CaCO3 had the highest carrying capacity for adsorbed POC.  
In the BSi treatments, both carrying capacity and minimum POC adsorbed were 
influenced by the type of exsudates. The carrying capacity of BSi for adsorbed POC 
was higher with growing (experiment 2, b = 0.33 ± 0.02) than with senescent 
(experiment 1, b = 0.19 ± 0.04) C. debilis exudates (Table VI). Moreover, a plateau 
was reaching with growing C. edbilis (experiment 2, y0 = 3.98 ± 5.19), which was not 
the case with exudates from the senescent diatoms.  
 Finally, if we compare the results from experiment 2 for each mineral, we find that 
for low mineral concentration CaCO3 had the highest carrying capacity, whereas 
SWy-2 and BSi had similar, lower ones (b ~0.20) . However, the POC to DW ratios 
of both SWy-2 (b= 12.02 ± 6.45) and BSi (3.98 ± 5.19) reached a plateau for 15-20 
mg. L-1; which was not the case for CaCO3.
 
 
 
 
 3. DISCUSSION 
3.1. Adsorption of DOC on filters
At the onset of the experiments POC was present in the experimental solution, 
likely due to the pore size used to collect the experimental filtrate (1.2 μm) and abiotic 
coagulation. We assume that the ~10- (SWy-2) ~2- (CaCO3) and ~2-fold (BSi) 
increases of POC measured during the experiments could not originate from 
adsorption of DOC onto the POC contained in the experimental solution at the start of 
the experiment. This is supported by the similar POC values of the start and the 
control treatments in each experiment. 
The possibility of adsorption of DOC onto POC filters was assessed by 
comparing the POC values measured on the filters with POC = TOC-DOC values. 
Systematically, and independantly of the mineral concentrations, the POC measured 
on filters were 0.5-2 (SWy-2), 1.1-2.3 (CaCO3) and 1.8-2.3 (BSi) higher than the 
(TOC-DOC) values. This factor of ~2 between POC on filter and (POC = TOC-DOC) 
is in agreement with previous observations (Moran et al., 1999). However, these 
discrepancies did not affect our interpretation of the POC: DW ratios as the 
normalized data compared with the control treatment, so that the trends remain the 
same. However, if the POC values are corrected in Figure 5, it appears that the highest 
POC concentrations might have occurred during experiment 3 (683 ± 20 μg. L-1) 
rather than in experiment 4 (550 ± 13 μg. L-1). 
 
 
The efficiency of the formation of POC through aggregation between DOC 
and mineral ballast was highest with low mineral concentrations (Fig. 6). Whether the 
diagenetic state of the DOC precursors or the type of ballast mineral have a 
 predominant role in the formation of POC seems to depend on the type of mineral. 
The effect of different type of DOC on the formation of POC remain unclear in the 
CaCO3 treatments. In the BSi treatments DOC with higher lability (experiment 2, 
growing C. debilis) formed POC more efficiently than the less labile DOC 
(experiment 1, senescent C. debilis). Overall the smectite clay was more efficient in 
promoting the formation of POC and quite independently of the diagentic state of 
DOC.  
 
3.2. CaCO3
The analysis of the POC: DW ratios showed that CaCO3 had the highest 
carrying capacity for adsorbed POC (experiment 2, growing C. debilis exudates). 
However, at a high CaCO3 concentration (20 mg. L-1) and with older exudates, the 
partition of DOC and POC during experiment 3 (blooming C. debilis exudates, Fig. 2) 
showed that no significant amount of POC was formed through the aggregation of 
DOC and CaCO3. It is possible that in the case of CaCO3 the 24 h allowed for 
aggregation were not sufficient to form POC during experiment 3 whereas it was for 
SWy-2 and BSi. However, we chose to keep these experiments short enough to 
assume a negligible effect of bacterial degradation.  
Unfortunately, CaCO3 could not always be efficiently removed from POC samples 
eventhough we investigated different methods (fuming with concentrated HCl and 
wet acidification). Thus the variation of the POC formation according to different 
types of exudates could not be clearly assessed due to the reduced data set of CaCO3 
treatments. Nevertheless, these results points out that the carrying capacity of CaCO3 
for POC is not constant and probably varies according to the diagenetic state of the 
organic matter. 
 During their production in natural environments coccolithophores exhibit a coating of 
polymers, especially acidic polysaccharides (de Jong et al., 1976; van Emburg et al., 
1986) such as TEP (Engel et al., 2004; Engel et al., 2009a). This coating has not yet 
been observed on single coccolith found in the water column after detachment from 
coccolithophore cells. In this study chalk was used to mimic suspended coccoliths 
sinking in the water column. The CaCO3 from chalk contained OM but its chemical 
composition was unlikely comparable to the OM found associated with coccoliths in 
natural conditions. Also, no coating of TEP on the CaCO3 was observed prior or 
during our experiments. In contrast, TEP appeared to be a driving factor in the 
aggregation of CaCO3, forming the core of the aggregates and increasing such as a 
fairly constant ~3.5 TEP per CaCO3 ratio (concentrations units) was observed, 
independently of the type of precursors. 
In the case of CaCO3, there seems to be two process involved, (i) TEP probably 
control the aggregation and hold the particles together independently of the diagenetic 
state of the DOM. This small fraction of OC involved does not necessary lead to a 
significant formation of POC. (ii) the scavenging of DOC into POC occurs according 
to the diagenetic state of the DOM.  
Observation of aggregated coccolithophores are unknown in situ (De La Rocha and 
Passow, 2007; Engel et al., 2009a), probably due to ecological reasons such as early 
cell lysis or high grazing pressure (De La Rocha and Passow, 2007 and references 
herein), which lead to the disruption of the coccoliths from the cells. Thus, coccoliths 
are dispersed in the water column, where they incorporate fast sinking marine 
aggregates (Honjo, 1982; Ploug et al., 2008a, b), are exported via fecal pellets and/or 
sink as single particles (~0.1 m.d-1). Our study show that under certain circumstances 
these sinking coccoliths made of CaCO3 calcite can abiotically aggregate together 
 with DOC and form POC. The resulting POC: DW ratios reach low values (~ 0.5 - 1) 
and tend to zero, suggesting that no mechanism of POC sequestration occurs in 
CaCO3 particles during the process. The POC coating seems to thin as more CaCO3 is 
introduced. 
This mechanism might be an overlooked pathway of POC production and export and 
constitutes a possible alternative to the scavenging of coccoliths by marine aggregates 
and fecal pellets. It could be significant if coccolithophores blooms dominate (reduced 
scavenging of marine snow) without grazing pressure or below the euphotic zone. 
However, this remains to be tested in situ with freshly biomineralized coccoliths and 
for DOC of contrasting chemical compositions. 
 
3.3. BSi
Aggregation between BSi and DOC formed POC. The carrying capacities of 
BSi and SWy-2 for POC were similar in experiments 1 and 2 (senescent and growing 
C. debilis). However, y0 values showed that the coating of remnant POC onto BSi was 
thicker with growing than with senescent C. debilis exudates (POC to DW ratio: 3.98 
vs. ~ 0 %). This suggests that the lability of the DOC influences the cohesion of the 
POC coating onto BSi, in contrast to the SWy-2 treatments. TEP did not seem to play 
any role in holding the POC coating together, since eventhough TEP coated the BSi 
fragments, there was no significant difference between the TEP concentrations in 
experiment 1 and 2. Therefore, other organic coumpounds should have been 
responsible for the cohesion of POC onto BSi. Either these coumpounds were 
associated to the TEP coating or accumulated in the frustule fragments.  
No macroscopic aggregates were observed in the BSi treatments. The size had no 
influence since the SWy-2 particles were bigger and formed macroscopic aggregates 
 at all clay concentrations. The association between BSi and TEP was apparently not 
strong or thick enough to hold several BSi fragments together. In the same sets of 
experiments very little TEP could aggregate many CaCO3 particles, which suggests 
that rather than TEP the surface charges of BSi did not allow the formation of 
macroaggregates. The POC to DW ratios reached very low values (~0.5 %) which 
shows that the formation of POC through this mechanism is unlikely significant in
situ. This also confirms the importance of the diatoms frustules in protecting POC 
from degradation. It is striking that no maccroaggregates were formed during our 
experiments whereas diatoms are known to drive macroaggregates fluxes. The latter 
highlights the importance of the composition of the polymer coating associated with 
diatom frustules for the formation of aggregates and the export of POC. 
 
3.4. SWy-2
Overall the smectite clay highly promoted the formation of POC (2-8 times the POC 
in control) from aggregation of SWy-2 and DOC. The lability of the DOC did not 
influence this mechanism at SWy-2 concentrations < 20mg. L-1 (Fig. 7). This was also 
illustred by the identical plateau, y0, for all SWy-2 experiments (Fig. 6). The 
minimum POC: DW ratios reached were variable and exhibited higher values than the 
other two mineral ballast (~ 0.9 – 6 %). In our study, these values are the closest to the 
5 ± 2 % observed in situ and suggest that this mechanism alone could lead to POC 
export to depth.  
Aggregation between DOC and SWy-2 also formed the highest amounts of TEP and it 
seems that both surface charges of TEP and mineral played a role. In marine 
sediments DOC is adsorbed onto clays (Satterberg et al., 2003). This mechanism has 
been understudied in the water column though (Drouin et al., 2010) and the role of 
 TEP as a constituent of the adsorbed DOC never explored. Bonding mechanisms 
between smectite and OM is still under debate (Mayer, 1994; Hedges and Keil, 1995; 
Thimsen and Keil, 1998; Pichevin et al., 2005; Drouin et al., 2010). A recent study 
states that the bounds are mainly ligand binding exchange (Drouin et al., 2010) and 
not hydrophobic or cationic bridges as previously thought (Arnarson and Keil, 2000; 
Satterberg et al., 2003). Drouin et al. (2010) also found that the small organic fraction 
extractable from clays was formed by acid molecules that connect to the clays through 
Van der Waals interactions. TEP also contain a significant portion of acidic 
polysaccharides (Zhou et al., 1998) and found in high concentrations in the sediments 
(Passow et al., 2001). Even if TEP are thought to form through cationic bridges 
(Mopper et al., 1995; Chin et al., 1998), very few studies have focused on that aspect 
of TEP. Thus, TEP may belong to the extractable high molecular weight (Arnarson 
and Keil, 2000) fraction of organic carbon adosrbed to clay in marine sediments. 
 
3.2. The abiotic dust pump in oligotrophic systems
Several studies reported mass or POC flux events in oligotrophic areas that 
were not related to any primary production but to dust or other lithogenic events 
(Neuer et al., Lee et al., 2009; Ternon et al., 2010). In oligotrophic environments, the 
export of DOC has been estimated to equal or overcome the POC export (Carlson et
al., 1994). These specific export events can be explained by the formation of POC and 
sinking aggregates through the aggregation between clay and DOC that we presented 
here.  
For instance, Ternon et al. (2010) found that the highest POC fluxes in the 
Mediterranean Sea were not related to biological activity but to lithogenic inputs 
(without any effect of the lithogenic material on primary production). These events (~ 
0.8 g C. m-2) represented 30-45 % of the annual POC flux. 
 Our experiment can be representative of what happens in the ocean. The medium used 
for the phytoplankton cultures only contained recalcitrant DOM (according to the 
settling time of the seawater before use and calculations made from Hopkinson et al., 
2002). Even if the medium would still contain DOC from the seawater water it could 
not represent more than 10% of the DOC in the experimental solution (based on DOC 
concentrations in the North Sea that fluctuate seasonaly between 480-1200 μg. L-1 
approx., B. Koch, pers. comm.; Suratman et al., 2010). From the experiment 4, we 
calculate the percentage of DOC initially present in the experimental solution that has 
been turned into POC through aggregation with SWy-2 (e.g. corrected from the POC 
and DOC of the control). The percentage of initial DOC turned into POC can reach up 
to ~20% (Fig. 8). We assume that the fit-curve model of DOC transformation into 
POC is applicable in situ. Then we obtain between 0.004 and 1.71% of DOC turned 
into POC (for 0.5 and 250 μg.L-1 of SWy-2, respectively); using representative clay 
concentrations in the ocean (Biscaye and Eittreim, 1977; Simpson et al., 1982). This 
represents between 0.02 and 41 μg C. L-1 formed abiotically, respectively. 
During the highest dust event (22 g) reported in Ternon et al. (2010), we can estimate 
that between 94 and 234 μg C. L-1 of POC could be formed, assuming between 40 
and 100 μM as initial DOC concentrations in seawater, respectively. 
 
Conclusions
Significant amount of POC can be formed through the aggregation between 
DOC and mineral ballast. The effect of different types of DOC on the formation of 
POC remains unclear with CaCO3 whereas it seemed important with BSi. Overall the 
smectite clay was more efficient in promoting the formation of POC and quite 
independently of the diagentic state of DOC. The comparison of the POC: DW ratios 
 measured during these experiments and those observed in situ tends to show that the 
adsorption of DOC onto CaCO3 and BSi probably cannot alone account for the POC: 
DW ratios observed at depths > 1000m (except for CaCO3 in very productive systems 
without grazing pressure). Thus, the association of BSi and CaCO3 with POC 
originating from biotic process seems a prerequesite for the export of CaCO3- and 
BSi- ballasted organic particles.  
Our study revealed that the adsorption of DOC onto clays observed in the 
sediments already occurs in the water column. During our experiments, the POC: DW 
ratio values reached a plateau (~ 0.9 – 6 %) that is close to the values found in situ 
(~5%) at depth > 1000m. On one hand, the existence of a plateau whereby POC:DW 
> 0.9 suggests that a significant fraction of OC is irreversibly trapped by the clay, in 
contrast with the other mineral ballast. On the other hand, sinking aggregates were 
formed through the aggregation between DOC and clay, independently of the type of 
DOC and the clay concentrations. Last but not least, the formation of POC though 
aggregation between DOC and clay likely occurs in oligotrophic areas (Lee et al., 
2009; Ternon et al., 2010).  Therefore, we state that under certain trophic conditions 
presenting lithogenic inputs the abiotic formation of POC we described can lead to the 
preservation and export of a significant fraction of OC.  
Finally, we propose that the formation of TEP and aggregates through 
aggregation between minerals and DOC was controlled by the surface charges of the 
mineral particles (BSi) or the surface activity of TEP (CaCO3) or both (SWy-2). 
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 FIGURES CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1 
Size distributions of a) SWy-2, b) CaCO3 and c) BSi determined by 
lasergranulometry after dispersion in ethanol. 
 
Figure 2 
Relative fraction (%) of DOC and POC to the TOC pool during Experiment 3 
(blooming C. debilis filtrate and 20 mg. L-1 mineral concentration). 
 
Figure 3 
TEP concentrations during experiments 1 and 2 according to a) SWy-2, b) CaCO3 and 
c) BSi concentrations. Note the different y-axis scales. 
 
Figure 4 
Photos taken under a light microscope (x200) of TEP particles and their association 
patterns with a) no mineral (control), b) SWy-2, c) CaCO3, d) BSi during the 
experiment 3 (blooming C. debilis filtrate). 
 
Figure 5 
POC formation as a function of SWy-2 concentrations for 4 different types of culture 
filtrates. 
 
Figure 6 
Decrease of the POC: DW ratios depending on the type of culture filtrates and a) 
SWy-2, b) CaCO3 and c) BSi concentrations. The POC: DW ratios (%) have been 
normalized to the POC: DW ratios of the control of each experiment in order to 
compare the different trends. 
 
Figure 7 
POC formation as a function of SWy-2 concentrations for 4 different types of culture 
filtrates normalized to the POC concentrations in the controls of each experiment in 
order to compare the different trends. 
 
Figure 8 
Model fit-curve of the percentage of DOC converted into POC according to SWy-2 
concentrations. 
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Figure 1 
Size distribution of a) SWy-2, b) CaCO3 and c) BSi determined by lasergranulometry 
after dispersion in ethanol.
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INTRODUCTION
The marine silica cycle is dominated by the production and subsequent 
dissolution of biogenic silica (bSiO2) in the water column. Globally, about 50% of the 
opal produced by diatoms dissolves within the upper 100 m, whereas an average of ~3% 
is buried in sediments (Nelson et al., 1995). The remaining fraction dissolves during 
transit to the seafloor. However, spatial and temporal variability in the efficiency of 
bSiO2 dissolution during sedimentation is high (Ragueneau et al., 2006): In areas 
overlying diatomaceous sediments ca 3% of the silica produced at the surface 
accumulates in the seabed, whereas virtually none of the silica produced is preserved in 
other areas (Nelson et al., 1995). The factors responsible for these large variations in 
dissolution efficiency are currently under discussion. 
The globally significant diatomaceous oozes of the Southern Ocean are often 
quoted as a prominent example of high bSiO2 accumulation rates in the sediments 
combined with low carbon or bSiO2 production rates in overlying waters (Nelson et al.,
1995). Budget calculations using changes in annual nutrient concentrations and 
corrections for lateral focusing at the sediment, as well as direct measurements, have 
suggested that this so called Antarctic Opal Paradox may be in part the consequence of 
underestimated biogenic silica (bSiO2) production and overestimated accumulation rates 
(Pondaven et al., 2000; Queguiner and Brzezinski, 2002; Sigmon et al., 2002). 
Alternatively, the opal paradox has also been attributed to lower bSiO2 dissolution rates 
in the Southern Ocean compared to global values (Nelson et al., 1995; Rickert et al.,
2002), and compared to carbon degradation (Bidle et al., 2002), although this has been 
challenged as well (Pondaven et al., 2000; Queguiner and Brzezinski, 2002; Sigmon et 
al., 2002). 
Species specific differences in the life history strategies of diatoms have also been 
postulated to explain the observed spatial variability in bSiO2 dissolution efficiency in the 
Southern Ocean (Fischer et al., 2002; Smetacek et al., 2004): Southern Ocean ecosystems 
characterized by iron sufficient conditions, as found along continental margins, in island 
plumes, near ice bergs etc., are dominated by fast growing, medium sized diatoms like 
Chaetoceros spp. (C. debilis, C. neglectus, C. simplex, C. curvisetus, C. socialis) and by 
Phaeocystis sp. These bloom-forming phytoplankton are thought to result in a high 
carbon to bSiO2 production ratio and thus sedimentation signal. The propensity of thinner 
cells to dissolve readily means that it is the thicker Chaetoceros resting stages that tend to 
accumulate in the sediments underlying productive waters (Abelmann et al., 2006; 
Smetacek et al., 2004). In contrast, diatoms that are successful within the regenerative 
microbial systems established in iron limited areas of the Southern Ocean tend to be more 
heavily silicified. Fragilariopsis kerguelensis, which is a prominent representative of this 
group of diatoms grows at low rates, but slowly accumulates as it tends to resist 
dissolution and high grazing pressure of copepods. The sedimentation signal of this type 
of diatom is thought to be characterized by high opal but low carbon export (Abelmann et 
al., 2006; Smetacek et al., 2004), leading to the diatomaceous oozes.  
These different, sometimes contradictory explanations of the variability in opal 
accumulation at the seabed reflect our lack of a comprehensive understanding of the 
mechanisms driving bSiO2 dissolution during sedimentation. These mechanisms are best 
investigated via controlled laboratory experiments and experiments that investigate the 
dissolution of cleaned, pre-treated diatom frustules that mimic conditions of either 
sedimented organic-free frustules or explore the physico-chemical factors important for 
opal dissolution have been conducted frequently (e.g. Cappellen and Qui, 1997a; 
Cappellen and Qui, 1997b; Greenwood et al., 2001; Kamatani et al., 1988; Kamatani and 
Riley, 1979; Lewin, 1961; Loucaides et al., 2008; Vandevivere et al., 1994). Experiments 
using intact live diatoms, which more closely represent the fresh diatomaceous material 
sinking out of the euphotic zone, have only been conducted more recently (Moriceau et 
al., 2007; Passow et al., 2003). 
Experiments with fresh, but killed diatomaceous material have emphasized the 
importance of the composition and activity of the microbial community for bSiO2
dissolution (Bidle and Azam, 1999; Bidle and Azam, 2001). The use of dead cells is 
essential because the physico-chemical dissolution of opal frustules begins only after the 
protective organic layer surrounding frustules has been removed microbially (Patrick and 
Holding, 1985). Temperature not only impacts the physico-chemical dissolution, but also 
this microbial component of the dissolution process (Bidle et al., 2002). Changes in 
pressure (Tamburini et al., 2006) further impact bSiO2 dissolution rates of sinking dead 
cells. 
Experiments investigating bSiO2 dissolution of untreated diatoms have revealed 
the importance of aggregation for bSiO2 dissolution during sedimentation of 
diatomaceous material. Diatoms settling through the twilight zone and the deep ocean do 
so rapidly (50 to 1000 m d-1), either in fecal pellets or as aggregates. Aggregation not 
only increases the sinking velocity of diatom frustules therewith reducing the time span 
available for bSiO2 dissolution before the seafloor is reached, but initial dissolution rates 
of aggregated cells are statistically significantly lower than those of freely suspended 
cells under the same conditions (Moriceau et al., 2007; Passow et al., 2003). 
These experiments on the effect of aggregation on bSiO2 dissolution were 
conducted at 13ºC to 15ºC, but never at low temperatures. Realistic experiments that 
investigate aggregation, as well as species-specific and growth history effects on bSiO2
dissolution at low temperatures during sinking were needed to explore mechanisms to 
explain the existence of extensive bSiO2 ooze in the Southern Ocean. Such experiments 
have to mimic bSiO2 dissolution of sinking diatoms below the euphotic zone, by working 
with aggregates containing live diatoms that sink continuously through the dark. 
In the present paper we present data from two sets of experiments designed to 
remedy this lack of experiments.  Our first set of experiments assessed the impact of TEP 
and aggregation on the rate of bSiO2 dissolution at 0ºC. The second set investigated 
potential impacts of diatom composition and growth history on the dissolution efficiency 
of diatom-rich aggregates at low temperatures. All experiments were designed to mimic 
natural conditions of sinking diatoms as closely as possible. We discuss these results 
within the framework of results from other experiments conducted with un-cleaned 
diatom frustules to uncover factors responsible for bSiO2 dissolution during diatom 
sedimentation through the twilight zone and to reevaluate the occurrence of diatomaceous 
oozes in the Southern Ocean. 
METHODS
Dissolution experiments 
All experiments (sets I and II) were designed to mimic natural conditions of 
diatoms sinking to the deep ocean by incubating untreated diatoms in amended seawater, 
in the dark, in rolling tanks. Rolling tanks (Shanks and Edmondson, 1989) aim to 
promote the formation of aggregates representative of natural aggregates (Ploug and 
Passow, 2007). Within rolling tanks, aggregates or cells sink continuously without 
collision with tank surfaces by setting the rotation speed (~11 rpm in these experiments). 
Although the use of rolling tanks allowed the aggregates to sink unimpeded as they 
would do in the ocean, they could not be pressurized and so the experiments were 
conducted at atmospheric pressure rather than at pressures characteristic of the deep sea. 
Set-up of set I experiments (A-D) 
Set I experiments (A-D) investigated the impact of Transparent Exopolymer 
Particles (TEP) and aggregation on the rate of bSiO2 dissolution at 0ºC: Experiments A 
and B compared bSiO2 dissolution rates of TEP-rich, aggregated cells (A) with those of 
TEP-poor, non-aggregated cells (B) of Skeletonema marinoï. Experiments C and D 
compared bSiO2 dissolution rates of a TEP-rich, mostly aggregated (C) culture mix, 
consisting of Thalassiosira weissflogii, Skeletonema marinoï and Chaetoceros sp. with a 
TEP-poor, partially aggregated (D) aliquot of the same culture mix (Table 1).
Experiments B and D were conducted with diluted cultures, whereas artificial 
TEP (dilute Gum Xanthan solution) was added to diluted cultures A and C. All set I 
experiments commenced when silicic acid concentrations were low in cultures (< 1 μM 
in A and B, and < 2 μM in C and D). Cells were removed by filtration through GF/F from 
half of the cultures, and the remaining half was pooled with the pre-filtered half of their 
own cell free media. Half of these diluted cultures were directly used for experiments B 
and D, whereas 40 mL of a dilute Gum Xanthan solution (50 μg Gum Xanthan in 100 ml 
DI water, ground with a tissue grinder) was added to the remaining half (4 L) and used 
for experiments A and C. Particles similar to TEP form in such dilute solutions of Gum 
Xanthan (Passow and Alldredge, 1995), and were used to mimic elevated TEP 
concentrations and promote aggregation in experiments A and C. 
For each set I experiment (A-D), the respective solutions (S. marinoï and “culture 
mix” with or without Gum Xanthan) were filled sterilely, without bubbles, into 24 low 
density PE (122 ml) containers and incubated on rolling tables in the dark at 0ºC. Three 
replicate containers were sacrificed every 2-3 days at each of the 8 sampling points. 
Experiments lasted 18 to 22 days. Visible aggregates (> 1 mm) were manually separated 
from the surrounding seawater using a pipette. Aggregates and surrounding seawater 
were analyzed for Si(OH)4, bSiO2, dry weight (DW), TEP, and bacteria and diatom 
concentrations.  Although analyzed separately, we present data as total concentrations per 
tank, calculated by adding the respective values for aggregates and the surrounding 
seawater of each container. Results are given as averages ± standard deviation of the 
triplicate containers sacrificed at each time point. 
Set-up of set II experiments (1-4) 
Set II experiments (1-4, Table 1) investigated bSiO2 dissolution of aggregates of 
F. kerguelensis or C. debilis over 3-4 months. The comparison of bSiO2 dissolution of 
aggregated F. kerguelensis at 5 ºC (experiment 4) with those of aggregated C. debilis at 
5ºC (experiments 1 and 2) examined if the formation of the prominent diatomaceous 
oozes in Antarctica may be explained by a slower dissolution rate of the heavily silicified 
F. kerguelensis compared to that of the lightly silicified C. debilis. For direct comparison 
we conducted two different dissolution experiments using C. debilis at 5ºC: One using C.
debilis collected after a slow growth period (similar to that of F. kerguelensis)
(experiment 1), and a second simulating bloom conditions with C. debilis harvested after 
a vigorous growth period ( C. debilisbloom, experiment 2). An additional experiment with 
C. debilis at 15ºC (experiment 3) helped with the evaluation of the role of temperature for 
low dissolution rates in the Southern Ocean. 
Before starting the set II experiments, cells were allowed to settle overnight and a 
large fraction of the media was siphoned off and replaced by Si(OH)4-free artificial 
seawater (ASW), generating three liters of F. kerguelensis (5.2 x 107 cells L-1) and 5.5 
liters of C. debilis (2 x 108 cells L-1) at low Si(OH)4 concentrations. Si(OH)4
concentrations in C. debilisbloom (40 L with 4.6 x 107 cells L-1) were negligible. Two mL 
of silica-free copepod detritus were added per liter of culture in each experiment to 
generate mixed diatomaceous aggregates similar to those often found in the ocean 
(Alldredge and Silver, 1988).  The copepod detritus, which had been frozen to kill eggs, 
consisted mostly of fecal pellets and was collected from Acartia tonsa cultures that had 
been fed Rhodomonas salina.
Between 6 and 12 replicate cylindrical rolling tanks were filled with the 
respective culture - detritus mix for each set II experiment (1-4, Table 1). Tanks and their 
respective rubber plugs were acid washed and rinsed with Si(OH)4-free ASW before use. 
One tank was sacrificed at each sampling point to measure DW, Si(OH)4 and bSiO2,
creating a time series over 3 - 4 months. Time zero samples were collected when tanks 
were filled, and sampling intervals were adjusted according to results of Si(OH)4
measurements: C. debilis at 5ºC every 1 – 2 weeks, C. debilis at 15ºC every 3 days – 1 
week, and F. kerguelensis every 3 - 4 weeks. 
When sampling set II experiments, the entire content of the small tanks or two 
liter aliquots of the large tanks were filtered through pre-dried and pre-weighed (2 h at 
65ºC) 0.45 μm polycarbonate filters (Millipore) at each sampling point. Concentration of 
bSiO2 and DW was determined on filters and Si(OH)4 from the filtrate. 
Culturing of diatoms used for experiments 
Eight liters of Skeletoneam marinoï (formerly S. costatum), Thalassiosira
weissflogii and  Chaetoceros sp. each were grown in batch cultures at 0ºC, under 08 h: 16 
h light: dark cycle at 100 μmol photons m-2 s-1  in several 2 liter containers in F/2. These 
cultures were used for set I experiments (A-D). 
The set II experiments (A-D) were conducted with the Southern Ocean strains of 
F. kerguelensis (E MMD 2 Plate 13, isolated by Philipp Assmy in May 2004 within the 
Polar Frontal Zone of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean) and C. debilis (MM31 
A1 1513, isolated by Philipp Assmy February 2004 at 49° 36.97' S, 2° 9.09' E) grown in 
batch mode. F. kerguelensis (pennate diatom) are boat shaped, heavily silicified cells that 
form curved, ribbon-like chains which can be over 300 μm long (Assmy et al., 2007; 
Assmy et al., 2006; Round et al., 1990). C. debilis, a representative of the Hyalochaetae
is much smaller (10-40 μm vs. 10-76 μm), weakly silicified and has thin long curved 
setae protruding outward from the four corners of the cells. Cells are attached in 
spiralling chains (Assmy et al., 2007). Cultures of both species were grown at 5°C with 
an irradiance of ~30 μmol photons m-2 s-1 under a 08 h: 16 h light: dark cycle in 500 mL 
sterile culture containers in f/2 media (Guillard, 1975) based on Antarctic seawater. 
Cultures grew slowly (both species avg. μ << 0.1 d-1), yielding a total of 4 L of growing 
F. kerguelensis (~4 x 107 cells L-1) and 12.5 L of C. debilis (~8.9 x 107 cells L-1) after 5 
months. Two 200 ml samples of the same batch of C. debilis were incubated in two 20 
liter-carboys (same temperature and 50 μmol photons m-2 s-1) and bubbled with CO2 to 
mimic exponential build up of a bloom (C. debilisbloom). The growth rate, μ, of ~0.3 d-1.is 
similar to that found for this species during an iron fertilization experiment (net growth 
rate ~0.4 d-1 after accounting for dilution of the patch, Assmy et al., 2007).  
Microscopical investigation using autofluoresence confirmed that while cells in C.
debilisbloom were healthy (strong autofluoresence) those of C. debilis were senescent, with 
only ~1/3 of the cells showing a clear autofluoresence signal.  
Analysis 
Si(OH)4 was analyzed within 1 week of sampling using an Evolution III 
autoanalyser from Alliance Instruments.  Si(OH)4 analysis was based on the molybdate 
blue spectrophotometric method (Mullin and Riley, 1965) as adapted by Tréguer and Le 
Corre (Tréguer and Le Corre, 1975) and modified by  Gorden (Gordon et al., 1993) for 
segmented flow colorimetry. 
Concentrations of bSiO2 were analyzed by the molybdate blue spectrophotometric 
method using a variation of the method of Ragueneau and Tréguer (Ragueneau and 
Treguer, 1994).  As no lithogenic silica was present in algae cultures no HF for a second 
digestion step was added.  All dried filters from each tank were placed in the same bottle 
forming one bSiO2 sample and blank filters were used to prepare three blank samples. 
Absorbance was measured using a spectrophotometer set to 810 nm and Si(OH)4
concentrations determined from the calibration. 
Filters were dried at 65ºC for ~3 days and reweighed for DW determination. DW 
was used to estimate particulate organic matter (POM) assuming that POM + bSiO2 = 
DW (in μg) in our samples. TEP was measured colorimetrically in triplicate samples 
using Gum Xanthan as a calibration substance (Passow and Alldredge, 1995). Diatoms 
were counted using the method of Utermöhl (Utermöhl, 1958) at an inverted microscope 
(Zeiss). Bacteria were stained with DAPI (0.5 ml at 25 μl ml-1) for 5-10 minutes on 
polycarbonate filters (King and Parker, 1988; Porter and Feig, 1980) and counted using 
fluorescence microscopy (Zeiss) at a magnification of 800 x. Ten fields or a minimum of 
300 bacteria were counted on each of two replicate filters. 
Calculations 
Cell dimensions of C. debilis and F. kerguelensis were determined 
microscopically. C. debilis single cell dimensions are based on Assmy et al. (2006) 
where depth is assumed to be 50% of width.  F. kerguelensis single cell dimensions are 
the averaged value from 70 cells comprising a chain and cell depth is assumed to be the 
width of the girdle (Philipp Assmy pers. comm.). Biovolumes (B, in μm3) were calculated 
from length (L), width (W) and depth (D) of cells:  B = [(PI/4)*L*W*D]. Surface area 
(SA, in μm2) was calculated for an elliptic prism as SA = [(PI/2)[(L*W)+(L+W)]D] 
(Hillebrand et al., 1999). Weight of bSiO2 was calculated assuming a MW of 60 g mol-1
of bSiO2.
Dissolution rates (μmol L-1d-1) were calculated from the change in bSiO2 and 
Si(OH)4 concentrations as a function of time based on first order kinetics. For set I 
experiment (A-D), only the temporal evolution in bSiO2 concentrations (averages of 
triplicates) were used, as variability of Si(OH)4 was very high due to the fact that 
aggregated and non aggregated phases were sampled separately. 
Initial dissolution rates are dissolution rates observed after the onset of 
dissolution on the initial linear part of the dissolution graph. The time intervals used to 
calculate initial and later dissolution rates were different for each experiment, depending 
on changing Si(OH)4 concentrations. 
Instantaneous dissolution rates (μmol L-1d-1) are dissolution rates calculated 
between sequential time points, calculated from the change in bSiO2 or Si(OH)4,between 
two sequential time points (t) and then dividing by the number of days between the two 
time points.  Averages between Si(OH)4 and bSiO2 based changes were used for set II 
experiments (1-4). 
Specific dissolution rates (% d-1 or d-1) are dissolution rates normalized to the 
bSiO2 concentrations at that time point. Initial specific dissolution rates were calculated 
from the initial slope of the linear change in bSiO2 or Si(OH)4 over time and the bSiO2
concentration at the beginning of the dissolution phase. 
Dissolution efficiency (%) at a time point is calculated as the percentage of bSiO2
dissolved since the beginning of the experiment. If experiments mimic sedimentation 
correctly, this value is equivalent to the percentage of bSiO2 dissolved during 
sedimentation through the water column. This value depends not only on the initial 
dissolution rate, but also on later dissolution rates and on the timing of the onset of 
dissolution.
RESULTS 
Overall, both dissolution behavior and dissolution efficiency differed appreciably 
between experiments. Onset of dissolution was either immediate in terms of our temporal 
resolution of 1-3 days, or occurred after a lag of > 3 days. A secondary dissolution phase 
with a lower, linear dissolution rate followed long before dissolution was limited due to 
low bSiO2 or high Si(OH)4 concentrations and may reflect the successive dissolution of 
different components of the frustules (Abramson et al., 2009; Gallinari et al., 2002; 
Moriceau et al., 2009). Onset, initial, and secondary dissolution rates contribute to overall 
dissolution efficiencies. The end phase, when dissolution rates decrease to near negligible 
values, was only reached in a few of the experiments and will only be discussed in 
passing. 
Set I experiments: A-D 
Large visible aggregates formed after 8 days in experiment A, and on average, 
81% of all diatoms were enclosed in aggregates from then on. No visible aggregates 
formed in experiment B. Aggregates formed within hours in experiments C and D with 
visibly more aggregates and a higher fraction of aggregated cells in experiment C (Table
2).  Bacterial concentrations increased by almost a factor of 10 in treatment A and by less 
than a factor of two in treatment B (Table 2).
Dissolution of diatom frustules in experiment A did not begin before day 9 to 13, 
with no significant change in bSiO2 during the initial period (Fig. 1). After the ~13 day 
lag phase, dissolution progressed linearly at a rate between 0.8 % d-1 and 1.3 % d-1
(depending on assumptions regarding the exact date of onset), and by day 22 about 8 % 
of the initial bSiO2 had dissolved (Table 3). In experiment B, dissolution started after 1-2 
days and continued linearly (1.0 % d-1) for the 22 days of the experiment.  During this 
time, 24% of the initial bSiO2 dissolved (Fig. 1, Table 3). Once dissolution began in 
experiment A (after day 9 to 13), initial and initial specific dissolution rates were similar 
to those in B, but dissolution efficiency was smaller on timescales < 20 days, despite 
bacterial concentrations being higher. 
Growth (as assessed by the uptake of Si(OH)4) was observed during the first 5 and 
2 days of experiments C and D, respectively. Si(OH)4 uptake is an energy-requiring 
process in diatoms and so Si(OH)4 uptake is only possible for the 24 - 48 hours of 
exposure to continuous darkness (Blank and Sullivan, 1979).  These experiments were 
carried out at 0°C and this low temperature may have prolonged the period of possible 
Si(OH)4 uptake. After day 2, the initial specific dissolution rate in experiment D was 0.8 
% d-1 and by day 19, 7% of the initial bSiO2 was dissolved. In contrast, bSiO2 had not 
started to dissolve by the end of experiment C, the experiment where TEP concentrations 
were higher and aggregation more pronounced (Table 3). 
A comparison of experiments A vs. B and C vs. D allows us to evaluate the 
impact of TEP and aggregation on bSiO2 dissolution efficiency at cold temperatures.  
These experiments collectively suggest that at 0ºC, elevated TEP concentrations and 
incidence of aggregation reduced the dissolution efficiency of diatom frustules by 
appreciably delaying the onset of bSiO2 dissolution. 
Set II Experiments: 1-4 
The dissolution efficiency of bSiO2 varied appreciably between these four 
experiments investigating the effects of species, temperature, and growth history on 
dissolution. After 90 days, between 96% (C. debilis 15°C) and 12% (F. kerguelensis 5°C) 
of the initial bSiO2 concentration had dissolved (Fig. 2). An initial lag period of 1-2 
weeks, where no notable dissolution occurred, was observed for C. debilisbloom 5°C 
(experiment 2, Fig. 2b) and F. kerguelensis 5ºC (experiment 4, Fig. 2d), whereas 
dissolution onset was immediate in the other two experiments (Fig 2a, 2c). The initial rate 
of bSiO2 dissolution varied between experiments (Table 3) between 0.6 μmol d
-1 and 1.4 
μmol d-1 at 5ºC and 8.2 μmol d-1 at 15°C (Fig 3). At 15ºC (C. debilis 15°C), the 
dissolution rate decreased after day 20 to 1.1 μmol d-1. This secondary dissolution phase 
began when 75% of the initial bSiO2 had dissolved and the remaining bSiO2
concentration was 43 μmol L-1. A period where dissolution rate declined to negligible 
(end-phase) was observed in experiments with C. debilis 5°C (experiment 1) and C.
debilis 15°C (experiment 1) at a residual bSiO2 concentration of 45 μmol and 9 μmol, 
respectively (Table 3).
A difference in the physiological condition of C. debilisbloom and C. debilis 5ºC
resulted in different patterns of dissolution. The physiological condition was revealed by 
light and autofluoresence microscopy, in so much as C. debilis 5ºC cells appear less 
healthy than the C. debilisbloom 5ºC cells that were grown under more favorable 
conditions An initial lag phase characterized C. debilisbloom 5ºC, but was absent during 
the dissolution of C. debilis 5ºC (Table 3). After onset of dissolution, initial specific 
dissolution rates were similar in both experiments (Fig. 3), but dissolution efficiency was 
higher in C. debilis 5ºC due to the delayed onset of dissolution by C. debilisbloom 5ºC. 
C. debilis 5°C (experiment 1) and C. debilis 15°C (experiment 3) were identical 
except for the temperature during dissolution. Dissolution began immediately in both 
experiments, but the initial (and initial specific) dissolution rate (Table 3) was 6.3 times 
faster at 15ºC compared to 5ºC (4.4 % d-1 vs. 0.7% d-1). The initial specific POM 
degradation rate was 1.5 % d-1 at 15ºC (day 1- 53, r2 = 0.88) and a factor of 2.5 less at 
5ºC (0.6 % d-1, days 1- 123, r2 = 0.91). The measured initial specific bSiO2 dissolution 
rate of C. debilis at 15°C (4.4 % d-1) can be converted to a theoretical value at 5ºC using 
the formula discussed in (Rickert et al., 2002). This theoretical, calculated initial specific 
bSiO2 dissolution rate at 5ºC is 2.5 times lower (1.77 % d
-1) than the one measured at 
15ºC, but 2.4 times higher as the 0.74% d-1 that we measured at 5 ºC. 
At 5°C, there were considerable differences in the dissolution of F. kerguelensis
and C. debilis aggregates. After a two week lag period, aggregated F. kerguelensis cells 
dissolved at a rate of 0.6 μmol L-1 d-1 (Figure 3), a rate which was less than half the rate 
of C. debilis (1.4 μmol L-1 d-1). Similarly, the initial specific dissolution rate was more 
than 4 times lower for F. kerguelensis than for C. debilis. Cell size and thus surface area 
of C. debilis and F. kerguelensis differ appreciably, with F. kerguelensis cells having an 
order of magnitude higher surface area and volume than C. debilis (Table 5). The cellular 
bSiO2 content of F. kerguelensis was also a factor of 7 higher than that of C. debilis (6.8 
pmol Si cell-1 vs. 1.0 pmol Si cell-1). 
The impact of bSiO2 concentration on dissolution is considered by assessing 
instantaneous dissolution rates against bSiO2 concentrations for the same time points 
(Fig. 4). At 15°C the instantaneous dissolution rates were a function of bSiO2, decreasing 
linearly with decreasing bSiO2 concentrations and converging towards zero at 
concentrations < 9 μmol L-1. At 5ºC, however, the instantaneous dissolution rates of the 
other three set II experiments (1, 2 and 4) were independent of bSiO2 except at bSiO2
concentrations < 45 μmol L-1 as reached in C. debilis at 5ºC. The instantaneous 
dissolution rates at 5ºC were similar for both C.debilis, whereas that of F. kerguelensis
5ºC was lower at higher bSiO2 (see inset of Fig. 4).
DISCUSSION 
Processes regulating bSiO2 dissolution efficiency of diatoms during their downward flux
Our measured specific dissolution rates of between 0.6 and 3.8 yr-1 for 
experiments at 0ºC and 5ºC, and 16.1 yr-1 for the experiment at 15ºC are within the lower 
range of in situ estimates (1 to 10 in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and 5 to 1000 yr-1
globally) (Nelson et al., 1991) and fit within the range of comparable experiments (Table 
6).
When evaluating the dissolution efficiency of sinking diatoms, knowledge of 
initial dissolution rates alone is insufficient. The time until dissolution commences, as 
well as initial and secondary dissolution rates, determine what proportion of bSiO2
exported from the euphotic zone will reach the sediments. At typical sinking velocities of 
50-400 m (Alldredge and Gotschalk, 1988; Armstrong, 2009), it would take diatom 
aggregates between 10 and 80 days to reach a seabed of 4000 m depth. All processes 
impacting dissolution within this time span need to be considered to explain variability in 
dissolution efficiencies during downward flux. 
In addition to aggregation and environmental conditions (Si(OH)4 concentration 
and temperature) investigated in our experiments, there are other environmental 
influences (pH, salinity, pressure, e.g. Cappellen and Qui, 1997a; Gallinari et al., 2002; 
Kamatani et al., 1988; Loucaides et al., 2008) as well as characteristics of diatom 
frustules (composition, thickness, reactive surface area) that influence dissolution. In 
order for physico-chemical dissolution to commence, the organic layer surrounding living 
cells and protecting the frustule must be removed (Patrick and Holding, 1985). 
Experiments with (dead but uncleaned) diatom detritus (Table 6) show that microbial 
activity and composition, as well as environmental conditions affecting the microbial 
community regulate this step (Bidle and Azam, 1999; Bidle and Azam, 2001; Bidle et al.,
2002). In the absence of microbial activity bSiO2 dissolution is negligible independent of 
temperature (Fig. 5). Live, healthy diatoms, however, are able to maintain their protective 
matrix even in the presence of an active microbial community and dissolution rates of 
live cells are also negligible (Nelson et al., 1976). Experiments using non-treated (live) 
diatoms found that dissolution rates are function of the viability (fraction of live cells) of 
the diatom population (Moriceau et al., 2007). Results from Garvey and coauthors 
(Garvey et al., 2007) suggest that viability decreases much more rapidly in un-aggregated 
compared to aggregated cells, suggesting that aggregates provide a microenvironment 
(Alldredge, 1984., 1989; Alldredge and Gotschalk, 1990) allowing enclosed diatoms to 
maintain their protective membrane for longer. Other survival strategies (spore formation, 
resting stages) may also determine the ability of diatoms to maintain their viability and 
thus their protective organic coating. 
Diatom health, microbial activity and physico-chemical dissolution all interact to 
determine onset and initial bSiO2 dissolution rate, and dissolution efficiency. 
Temperature is a central parameter in dissolution (Fig. 5) because it impacts the physico-
chemical dissolution processes as well as microbial activity, and, as our new results 
indicate possibly also diatom viability. Diatom viability, microbial activity, and the 
aggregation state, which impacts both, have not been monitored systematically in most 
bSiO2 dissolution experiments (Table 6), which explains the large scatter in the available 
experimental data (Fig. 5). The sequence of events leading to dissolution of each 
individual diatom is simple (Fig 6), but unraveling the many factors that interact at each 
step to determine the dissolution rate of a population of diatoms is near impossible. 
Biological components of bSiO2 dissolution
Diatom viability and microbial composition and activity determine the 
degradation of the protective membrane and thus also bSiO2 dissolution. Although 
viability was not measured in our experiments, we suggest that the combined effect of 
aggregation and low temperatures increased diatom viability to postpone the onset of 
dissolution, for example, a delay of weeks in set I experiments A and C. This kind of lag 
period is common in experiments with living diatom cells (Kamatani and Riley, 1979; 
Truesdale et al., 2005) (and Fig. 3), and relates to the fact that protective cell membranes 
remain intact in live cells and that degradation of this membrane increases the exposure 
of the silica to seawater, which is undersaturated with respect to biogenic silica 
(amorphous silica). In our experiments, which were carried out in the dark, the number of 
live cells should have declined over time.  This decline should have been slower in the 
treatments at lower temperatures and this helps to explain the postponement of the onset 
of dissolution of several weeks in these treatments (Fig). 
Furthermore, at the beginning of set II experiments 2 and 4 (C. debilisbloom and F.
kerguelensis), which also displayed a lag phase, cells were actively growing in an 
environment similar to the one they thrive in naturally and may have survived in darkness 
longer than the C. debilis grown under "non-bloom" conditions. F. kerguelensis is a slow 
growing species common in regenerative types of systems and dominated phytoplankton 
before iron fertilization during EisenEx (Assmy et al., 2007), whereas C. debilis has a 
“bloom and bust” lifestyle and contributed 90% to cell densities induced during the iron 
fertilization experiment SEEDS (Tsuda et al., 2003) as well as sustaining exponential 
growth after iron addition during EisenEx (Assmy et al., 2007). Thus it may be argued 
that cells of C. debilisbloom  were “healthy” enough to delay senescence for 1-2 weeks, 
whereas cells used for C. debilis 5ºC and C. debilis 15ºC, which were grown under 
marginal conditions for this species (same conditions as for F. kerguelensis) were more 
senescent. Microscopic inspection confirmed that cells of C. debilis 5ºC and C. debilis 
15ºC appeared senescent at the beginning of the dissolution experiment and showed only 
a weak or no autofluorescence signal. Thus it is no surprise that they began dissolving 
sooner than F. kerguelensis and C. debilisbloom did. 
Prior experiments with non-killed diatoms gave evidence that at 13ºC and 15ºC 
initial specific bSiO2 dissolution rates were reduced, but not inhibited when diatoms were 
aggregated compared to non-aggregated cells (Moriceau et al., 2007; Passow et al.,
2003). Increased viability of aggregated diatoms due to higher Si(OH)4 and TEP 
concentrations in aggregates was probably responsible for this decreased dissolution rate 
(Moriceau et al., in preparation; Moriceau et al., 2007). At 0ºC the onset of dissolution of 
aggregated diatoms was postponed, indicating that the degradation of the protective 
coating was inhibited for the vast majority of aggregated cells. On one hand, microbial 
activity is known to be higher in aggregates compared to surrounding waters (Alldredge, 
1993; Smith et al., 1992). On the other hand, low temperatures lead to a reduction in the 
microbial degradation of the protective coating (Bidle et al., 2002). The initial absence or 
near absence of bSiO2 dissolution in aggregates (but not in non-aggregated treatments) 
must be due to an increased viability of diatoms at these low temperatures, because 
reduced microbial activity would reduce rather than inhibit bSiO2 dissolution. Both, 
aggregation and low temperatures appear to increase the ability of diatoms to remain 
viable, resulting in a period of no dissolution in aggregated diatoms at polar temperatures 
(near 100% viability), whereas non aggregated diatoms at polar temperatures or 
aggregated diatoms at 10ºC to 15ºC merely result in decreased bSiO2 dissolution (partial 
viability and temperature dependant microbial activity). 
An appreciable effect of temperature on bSiO2 dissolution was also visible when 
comparing initial specific dissolution rates at 5ºC and 15ºC: The temperature corrected 
theoretical value of the C. debilis 15°C for 5ºC was twice as high as the value measured 
for C. debilis at 5°C. The temperature correction addresses temperature effects on 
physico-chemical (Rickert et al., 2002) and microbial factors (Bidle et al., 2002). The 
remaining factor of larger two may be attributed to increased diatom viability. Microbial 
degradation of POM was also reduced by a factor of two at 5ºC compared to 15ºC. 
At 15ºC the instantaneous dissolution rate (Fig 4) was a function of bSiO2,
whereas at 5ºC dissolution was independent of bSiO2 concentration. This again suggests 
that the degradation of the protective coating is the rate limiting step at low temperatures. 
As measurements of bSiO2 includes both dead and viable cells, a relationship between 
bSiO2 and dissolution would only be expected once the protective coating is removed 
from the majority of cells, e.g. viability is low and microbial activity is high. 
The role of species-specific differences for bSiO2 dissolution
Possible species specific effects contributing to the formation of the Antarctic 
opal ooze were investigated by comparing bSiO2 dissolution of F. kerguelensis and 
C.debilis both prominent members of ecologically distinct regimes within the Southern 
Ocean. The initial specific dissolution rate of F. kerguelensis was appreciable smaller 
(factor > 4) than that of C. debilis, although experimental conditions set to mimic 
environmental conditions were identical as far as possible. As the surface area of F. 
kerguelensis cells was ten times that of C. debilis (Table 5), and as the initial cell 
concentration of C. debilis was only 4 times higher than that of F.kerguelensis, initially 
the surface area of cells in the experiment with F. kerguelensis was twice that of C.
debilis, as was the bSiO2 concentration (Table 4). However, Chaetoceros species may 
have as much as 50% of their bSiO2 in their spines, which have a huge surface area. Cell 
surface is a poor predictor of reactive surface area available for bSiO2 dissolution.
Moreover, the frustules of F. kerguelensis are particularly heavily silicified (cellular Si: N 
ratios 2 – 6; Abelmann et al., 2006) compared to the lightly silicified cells of C. debilis
(cellular Si: N ratio’s 0.42 – 1.24; Brzezinski, 1985), resulting in a high Si: C ratio for 
sinking F. kerguelensis.  Reactive surface area of frustules, levels of silicification, as well 
as geometries, morphologies and structures of frustules all determine physico-chemical 
dissolution (Ragueneau et al., 2000b), and both cleaned and uncleaned frustules show 
species-specific differences in bSiO2 dissolution rates (Kamatani and Riley, 1979) (Bidle 
and Azam, 1999; Kamatani et al., 1980). Differences in life strategies (growth rates, 
survival stages, aggregation) may also contribute or even dominate to species specific 
differences in bSiO2 dissolution in the water column. The low initial specific dissolution 
rate of F. kerguelensis compared to Chaetoceros contributes towards explaining why 
vegetative stages of Chaetoceros rarely reach the sediment. 
Antarctic Opal Ooze 
Aside from high bSiO2 production (Pondaven et al., 2000; Sigmon et al., 2002), 
efficient export of bSiO2 at these low temperatures have been hypothesized to be primary 
cause for the vast bSiO2 accumulations in the sediments surrounding Antarctica (Nelson
et al., 2002; Nelson et al., 1995; Ragueneau et al., 2000a; Sigmon et al., 2002). Our 
results confirm and expand these ideas, suggesting that an increase in viability of 
aggregated diatoms at low temperatures delays the onset of dissolution significantly. 
A further distinction for the Antarctic region is that the Southern Ocean bSiO2
oozes are often dominated by F. kerguelensis (> 90%, DeFelice and Wise, 1981; Verity 
and Smetacek, 1996), whereas frustules of other species are rare. The dominance of well-
preserved F. kerguelensis frustules (Hoffmann et al., 2007; Van Cappellen et al., 2002) 
has been attributed to the robustness of this species (Verity and Smetacek, 1996) as well 
as to its distribution in the water column (Zielinski and Gersonde, 1997). In fact, our 
experiments indicate that the initial specific dissolution rates of F. kerguelensis are very 
low compared to those of Chaetoceros. Life strategy differences further enhance 
differences in dissolution efficiencies.  F. kerguelensis dominates in the iron-poor High-
Nutrient-Low-Chlorophyll (HNLC) areas of the oceanic Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
(ACC) (Smetacek, 1999), and favors low temperatures and high dissolved silicate (DSi), 
and can tolerate low dissolved iron (Moore et al., 2007; Timmermans et al., 2004). The 
low growth rate of this species is compensated by low grazing loss, as its strong frustules 
discourage grazers (Hamm et al., 2003). In contrast, C. debilis is a neritic, typical bloom 
species more common along the Antarctic Peninsula, where it forms large blooms 
increasing its biomass by orders of magnitude within a few days when conditions are 
right. The presence of large Chaetoceros (including C. debilis) blooms around the 
Antarctic Peninsula is reflected in sediments where spores of Chaetoceros accumulate 
under these more productive waters. 
The high bSiO2 to POC export ratio above F. kerguelensis oozes appears to be the 
consequence of two processes. Firstly, the heavy frustules of F. kerguelensis generated 
during slow growth to efficiently withstand grazing are examples of high bSiO2 to POC 
production ratios, which is then translated to a high bSiO2 to POC sedimentation signal. 
Secondly, the low temperatures in polar waters appear to contribute more to diminishing 
bSiO2 dissolution rates than POC degradation rates (see also Bidle et al., 2002). A drop in 
temperature from 15 to 5ºC resulted in a factor of two decrease in POC degradation rates 
and a factor of larger than five decrease in bSiO2 dissolution rates, because the physico-
chemical dissolution processes are also temperature dependant. Thus, at low temperatures 
bSiO2 was selectively preserved. 
Additionally, differences in the export efficiency of C. debilis and F. kerguelensis
that correspond to their different sinking velocities are likely. Slower sinking velocities 
allow more time for bSiO2 dissolution or loss due to grazing. Estimating the sinking 
velocity of the ‘fluffy’ aggregates of C.debilis as 50 m d-1 and of the dense aggregates of 
F. kerguelensis as 200 m d-1 (based on (Alldredge and Gotschalk, 1989; Billet et al.,
1983), and using our experimentally derived data on lag phases and dissolution rates, we 
can, estimate the percentage of bSiO2 that would reach, for example, a depth of 4000 m 
(Table 7).  Assuming no zooplankton interference, only 4% of C. debilis frustules would 
reach 4000 m at 15ºC, whereas at 5ºC the amount of bSiO2 reaching 4000 m would be > 
30%, which helps to explain the large accumulations of bSiO2 in polar sediments 
compared to temperate waters. According to our estimates from C. debilisbloom almost 
50% of the bSiO2 frustules of such fast growing Chaetoceros would reach 4000 m, due to 
the lag phase, whereas only 34% would reach this depth from a slowly growing 
population (e.g. coexisting with F. kerguelensis). Our experiments also suggest that 
frustules of F. kerguelensis would successfully reach 4000 m since only ~2% of the 
bSiO2 dissolves during the time required to transit to this depth. These comparisons 
explain the near absence of Chaetoceros spp. in the F. kerguelensis ooze above the ACC 
and the presence of Chaetoceros spores in sediments of more productive areas. 
Zooplankton grazing would further widen the difference in export efficiency between 
these two species. While these estimates should not be taken too literally, particularly 
since dissolution and sedimentation rates of Chaetoceros spores most likely differ from 
those of the vegetative form used in our experiments, these calculations demonstrate that 
a combination of factors impacting bSiO2 formation, dissolution and export can elucidate 
the vast accumulation of bSiO2 in the Southern Ocean sediments. 
CONCLUSIONS
It appears that viability of diatoms is another central factor in determining 
dissolution efficiencies. High viability may delay dissolution onset, independent of 
microbial activity. Intermediate viability and reduced microbial activity may reduce 
dissolution rates as only a fraction of frustules are exposed for physico-chemical 
dissolution. In experiments a reduction of microbial activity reduced bSiO2 dissolution 
rates, but never inhibited it. A delayed onset of dissolution due to increase viability 
translates to reduced dissolution efficiencies and higher bSiO2 export. Species specific 
differences cause significant differences in dissolution rates. Moreover, extremely low 
dissolution rates for a residual fraction of frustules, as observed in two experiments 
practically guarantee the arrival of this fraction at the seafloor, putting a theoretical limit 
on the percentage that can dissolve during transit. Future experiments on bSiO2
dissolution need to monitor cellular bSiO2 and carbon content, microbial activity, 
viability of diatoms as well as aggregation state to illuminate the respective interacting 
parameters for overall dissolution efficiency further. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 
Fig. 1: Biogenic silica concentration over time in a) experiments A and B and b) 
experiments C and D. The lines are the best fit regressions used to calculate dissolution 
rates. A lag phase to day 13 and a subsequent linear decrease gave the best fit for 
experiment A, but initial dissolution rate was also calculated assuming a lag phase of 9 
days (Table 3).  No significant trend was observed during experiment D.  
Fig. 2: Percentage contribution of Si(OH)4 and bSiO2 to total silica pool 
(DSi+bSiO2 as Si(OH)4 μmol L
-1) for (a) C.debilisbloom at 5ºC for 90 days; (b) C.debilis at 
5ºC for 123 days; (c) C.debilis at 15ºC for 122 days where dashed lines indicate 
approximated three stages of dissolution; days 1 – 20; days 20 – 46; end phase after day 
46 ; (d) Fragilariopsis kerguelensis at 5ºC for 123 days.  Grey bars represent percentage 
Si(OH)4 and black bars bSiO2.
Fig 3: Change in silicic acid (Si(OH)4 μmol L
-1) concentrations over time in 
experiments 1-4. Dotted lines are regressions used to calculate dissolution rates. 
Fig. 4: Instantaneous dissolution rates vs. bSiO2 concentrations at that time point 
for experiments 1-4. Full range of bSiO2 including experiment 4 with Fragilariopsis 
kerguelensis are depicted in inset upper right hand corner. 
Fig. 5: Initial specific dissolution rates of diatoms determined from batch 
experiments with un-cleaned, but killed or alive diatoms (as in Table 6). Microbial 
activity was inhibited in “axenic” (grey squares) treatments. Rolling table experiments 
were conducted with aggregated (dark triangles) or suspended (empty triangles) diatoms, 
whereas aggregation state was not controlled for in other experiments (rhombus).  
Fig 6: Conceptual scheme of processes driving bSiO2 dissolution of sinking diatoms: 
When working with populations rather than individual cells, viability characterizes which 
fraction of the population could potentially participate in dissolution. As long as viability 
is > 0%, dissolution rate should not be a function of bSiO2 concentration. If microbial 
degradation can limit the rate of bSiO2 dissolution in situ, then bSiO2 dissolution would 
also not be a function of bSiO2 concentration.   
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 ABSTRACT 
 
During the expedition ANT XXIV-3 we measured the particle reactive 210Po, 210Pb, 234Th in 
parallel with POC and two gel-like particles: the transparent exopolymer particles (TEP) and 
the coomassie stainable particles (CSP). Distributions of the particulate to dissolved ratios of 
the radionuclides were compared with the distributions of the organic particles using 
correlations and linear regressions. These comparisons enabled us to study specific 
radionuclide-organic particles afinities. In surface waters the relations between 210Po, 210Pb 
and POC were overall unclear; only 210Po seemed to trace POC well when particles 
concentrations were high, under ice-influenced blooms conditions. 234Th exhibited the highest 
affinity for POC. None of the radionuclides had affinity for CSP, suggesting that 210Po has a 
higher affinity for other organic compounds. For the first time in natural samples we describe 
a high affinity of 210Po and 210Pb for both fractions of TEP studied: the (> 1μm) and the (0.2 – 
1 μm) fractions. 234Th exhibited affinity only for the (> 1 μm) fraction of TEP. The 
comparison of our work with previous similar studies enables us to propose that in the 
Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean 234Th is a better tracer for POC; whereas 210Po would 
more specifically trace POC from non-silicified organisms.  
 
Keywords: 210Po, 210Pb, 234Th, POC, TEP, CSP, exopolymer, polysaccharide, export, flux, 
particle, Polar Front, Antarctic 
 Nomenclature
 
AAIW  Antarctic Intermediate Water 
AASW Antarctic Surface Water 
AAZ  Antarctic Zone 
ACC  Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
APF  Antarctic Polar Front 
CSP  Coomassie Stainable Particles 
LCDW Lower Circumpolar Deep Water 
MIZ  Marginal Ice Zone 
NADW North Atlantic Deep Water 
POC  Particulate Organic Carbon 
PFZ  Polar Frontal Zone  
SACCB Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Boundary
SAF  Sub Antarctic Front 
SAZ  Sub Antarctic Zone 
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 INTRODUCTION 
The flux of particulate organic carbon (POC) exported to the deep ocean are estimated from 
sediment traps data (Honjo, 1996) and the application of natural particle-reactive 
radionuclides (Rutgers van der Loeff & Geibert, 2008). For many years, the desequilibrium 
between 234Th and its mother 238U has been used to determine the total particles fluxes, as 
234Th sorbs rapidly and reversibly to many particle surfaces (Bacon and Anderson, 1982; 
Clegg and Whitfield, 1991). Recently, it has been postulated that the combination of 
234Th/238U and 210Po/210Pb would yield better estimates of the carbon export (Verdeny et al., 
2009) as 234Th, 210Po and 210Pb  have different sources, half-lives and  particle affinities 
(Murray et al., 2005, Stewart et al., 2007b). While 234Th (t1/2= 24.1 d), 210Po (t1/2= 138.4 d) 
and 210Pb (t1/2= 22 y) sorb to the surface of particles, only 210Po has been shown to be 
incorporated into particles, bioaccumulated and bioconcentrated into marine organisms 
(Burnett et al., 1995; Stewart and Fisher, 2003a,b; Stewart et al., 2008). As 210Po has been 
found associated with sinking material of fresh-phytoplankton origin, especially proteins and 
sulfur-containing amino acid, it is thought to react as a sulfur substitute (Stewart, 2007b). 
These findings together with the fact that 210Po was observed to trace POC better than 234Th 
(Murray et al., 2005) especially in areas dominated by non-silicifed organisms, detritus and 
small aggregated phytoplankton cells (Friedrich and Rutgers van der Loeff, 2002; Stewart et 
al., 2010) led to the idea that 210Po/210Pb would specifically trace organic carbon fluxes, 
whereas 234Th/238U would trace the total flux of particles. To improve flux estimates it is 
crucial to determine the binding relationships between these radionuclides and marine organic 
particles and study them in situ to identify possible factors controlling the variability of these 
associations. 
In particular, the cycling and the distribution of many trace elements in the ocean is controlled 
by biopolymers and other organic molecules excreted by marine micro-organisms, such as 
gel-particles that are surface active. The specific affinity of the oceanographic tracers 210Po, 
210Pb and 234Th for gel-particles should be assessed because (i) these gels can represent a 
significant and specific fraction of POC and (ii) they may introduce artifacts in POC fluxes 
estimations.   
Many types of exopolymers exist. The best studied class are transparent exopolymer particles 
(TEP), which form particles abiotically (Alldredge et al., 1993) are rich in acidic 
polysaccharides (APS). TEP are very sticky and form the matrix of aggregated particles such 
as senescent phytoplankton cells, bacteria, dead zooplankton, faeces, minerals and dust. TEP 
 are a controlling factor in vertical particle flux and the adsorption of  234Th on TEP has been 
studied both in the lab and in the field (Niven, 1995; Quigley et al., 2002; Guo et al., 2003; 
Santschi et al., 2003; Passow et al., 2006). However, the affinity of 210Po and 210Pb for TEP 
has only been studied in the lab (Quigley et al., 2002). Another likely important class of 
biopolymers are proteinaceous rich-gel particles, called Coomassie Stainable Particles (CSP, 
Long & Azam, 1996), because they trace specific compounds of the particulate organic matter 
(POM) that might be tightly associated with 210Po. 
Here we present a study of the natural radionuclides used to trace POC flux; 210Po, 210Pb & 
234Th, which were sampled ointly with POC, TEP & CSP. Our ultimate goals were to 
investigate the variability of the different affinities of the three radionuclides for organic 
particles, especially the two gels TEP and CSP and determine which of 210Po or 234Th better 
traces POC in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. Samples were collected during the 
Polarstern expedition ANTXXIV-3 in the Southern Ocean (SO), which was part of the 
GEOTRACES programme. 
 
 MATERIAL AND METHODS 
1. Study area 
Samples for natural radionuclides and organic matter were collected in the Atlantic Sector of 
the SO in 2008 (Figure 1). Seven stations (PS71/ 101 to 178) were sampled along the Zero 
Meridian (10 February – 12 March). One station (PS71/ 193) was sampled in the Weddell Sea 
(13 March – 29 March) and three stations (PS71/ 224 to 250) were sampled in the Drake 
Passage (31 March – 12 April). Seawater was collected to analyse natural radionuclides 
(210Po, 210Pb and 234Th), Transparent Exopolymer Particles (TEP), Coomassie Stainable 
Particles (CSP), particulate organic carbon (POC) and particulate organic nitrogen (PON). 
Sampling locations and depths are listed in Table I. Typically, two hydrocasts were performed 
with a Seabird 911 CTD Rosette (24 Niskin-bottles, 12 L each), a shallow (200 m) and a deep 
(1000 m) cast. The two casts were taken within 24 h at the same location. Four Niskin-bottles 
per depth were dedicated to sample all parameters simultaneously. Directly after the Rosette 
arrived on board, the content of each group of four Niskin-bottles was transferred into two-20 
L containers. The samples for radionuclides were processed immediately, followed by the 
organic matter samples. Samples were filtered as listed in Table II. 
 
2. Particulate and dissolved 210Po and 210Pb 
About 30 L of seawater per depth were pumped through a 142 mm diameter, 1 μm pore-size 
Nuclepore filter (Whatman) with a centrifugal pump. Zooplankton retained on the filter was 
systematically removed as this study focused on phytoplankton and exsudates. The filters 
were analysed for particulate 210Po, 210Pb (210Popart and 210Pbpart, respectively) and particulate 
234Th (234Thpart), whereas dissolved 210Po and 210Pb (210Podiss and 210Pbdiss, respectively) were 
determined in the filtrate. After filtration, the filters were folded and allowed to dry for several 
days in the dark, at room temperature, before determination of the 234Thpart on board (see 
below). The filters were then stored and analysed for 210Popart and 210Pbpart later at the Alfred 
Wegener Institute (AWI). 
A minimum of 20 kg of the filtrate was weighed, acidified with 20 mL HNO3, and spiked 
with 0.5 mL 208Po and 0.1 mL stable Pb yield tracers, immediately after filtration. Three mL 
of a FeCl3 solution (50 g. L-1) was added and the solution left to equilibrate for about 24 
hours. Then NH3 was added to raise the pH to 8.5, thus co-precipitating Th, Po and Pb with 
Fe(OH)3. The precipitate was allowed to settle and the overlaying solution was discarded. The 
hydroxide precipitates were rinsed with distilled water, collected by centrifugation (4000 rpm, 
3 min.) and stored for later analysis.  
 At the Geochemistry lab of the AWI, the filters were spiked with 208Po and stable Pb yield 
tracers and dissolved by microwave acid digestion in a mixture of 10 mL HNO; 0.3 mL HF 
and 2 mL H2O2. Subsequently, 150 μL of FeCl3 (50 g. L-1) was added. NH3 was added to raise 
the pH to 8.5, thus co-precipitating Po and Pb with Fe(OH)3. The hydroxide precipitate was 
collected by three centrifugation steps (4000 rpm, 3 min.). Polonium and lead (Pb) were 
separated following the method of Fleer and Bacon (1984), based on the procedure of Flynn 
(1968). After dissolving the Fe(OH)3 precipitate with 0.5 N HCl, Fe3+ was complexed with 
ascorbic acid. The polonium was separated by autodeposition onto silver planchets in a 0.5N 
HCl solution at 80°C for a least 4 h. The silver planchets with the Po fractions were measured 
by alpha counting on silicon surface-barrier detectors (EG&G Ortec) until a minimum of 500 
counts was reached (typical Alpha-counter detectors efficiency 1 ? 0.3). Error estimates (1-
sigma) of 210Po include alpha-counting errors, uncertainties in blanks, spike activities and 
samples volumes.  
210Pb was determined with the 210Po ingrowth method. Following the Po autodeposition,  
the remaining solutions containing either the 210Pbpart or the 210Pbdiss were stored in 8N HNO3 
for more than one year to allow 210Po to grow near equilibrium with 210Pb. Then 210Po was 
extracted as described above (Flynn, 1968). The chemical yield of the added stable Pb was 
determined by Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES, 
Thermo Fisher Scientific). 
 
3. Particulate and total 234Th 
The same filter used for the determination of 210Popart and 210Pbpart were first counted onboard 
using a beta counter (GM-25-5A, RISØ) following the sample preparation of Geibert and 
Usbeck (2004). No analysis of thorium recovery was performed for these samples. At 100 m 
depth, 234Thpart was also determined by Rutgers van der Loeff and coworkers (this issue) 
following Cai et al. (2006) and Pike et al. (2005). The data for 234Thpart at 100 m depth from 
the two different sampling procedures correlate very well, although the 234Thpart activities 
measured from the 210Po/210Pb filters were systematically lower (0.53 times the 234Thpart from 
Rutgers van der Loeff et al., this issue). Presumably the large amount of material on the 
210Po/210Pb filters and the resulting self-absorption effect was responsible for the 
underestimation, as well as the removal of the zooplankton from the 210Po/210Pb filters. 
Therefore, 234Thpart values at 100 m depth determined by Rutgers van der Loeff and coworkers 
were used. At all other depths, we used the 234Thpart values from the 210Po/210Pb filters, 
corrected using the correlation coefficient. 
 Total 234Th, 234Thtotal (234Thpart + 234Thdiss) was measured with the 234Th small-volume 
technique (Cai et al. 2006) and data are presented elsewhere (Rutgers van der Loeff et al., this 
issue).  
 
4. Particulate organic carbon (POC) and particulate organic nitrogen (PON) 
Four liters of seawater were filtered on pre-weighed, pre-combusted GF/F filters (0.7 μm 
nominal pore size, Whatmann) for particulate organic carbon (POC) and particulate organic 
nitrogen (PON) determinations. The filters were rinsed with deionized water to remove salt, 
acidified to remove inorganic carbon (1 N HCl), dried at 60 °C for > 6h, and analyzed using 
an elemental analyzer (ANCA SL 20-20, Europa Scientific). Data are presented in μg. L-1, 
and are blank-corrected. Blank filters were collected at each station by filtering a small 
volume of deionized water. Blank values never exceeded 12% of the corresponding sample 
values. Thereafter, the POC concentrations will be referred to as “POC”. 
 
5. Transparent Exopolymeric Particles (TEP) 
TEP concentration was analyzed colorimetrically (Passow and Alldredge 1995) by filtering 
0.5 to 4 L of seawater.  Two different size fractions of TEP were determined; (i) the 
particulate fraction of TEP (TEPpart) was obtained by filtering the samples onto 1 μm pore-
size polycarbonate filters (Whatmann), (ii) the filtrate from the TEPpart fraction was filtered 
onto a 0.2 μm pore-size polycarbonate filter (Whatmann) to obtain the 0.2<TEP<1μm fraction. 
Samples were measured in triplicate by filtering under low vacuum (< 180 mm Hg) and 
staining with Alcian Blue. Stained filters were redissolved in 80% sulfuric acid, and the 
absorption at 787 nm measured (Spectrophotometer UV1700, Shimadzu). Gum Xanthan was 
used as a calibration substance. Concentrations of TEP, thereafter referred to as TEPpart and 
0.2<TEP<1μm are presented as averages of triplicates and expressed as Gum Xanthan equivalent 
(μg GumXeq. L-1).  
 
6. Coomassie Stainable Particles (CSP) 
The particulate fraction of CSP (Long and Azam 1996), CSPpart, was determined and analysed 
microscopically (Axioskop 2plus, Zeiss). The CSPpart were obtained by filtering 25 to 200 ml 
of seawater under low vacuum (< 200 mm Hg) onto 1 μm pore-size polycarbonate filters 
(Whatmann). Particles were stained with Coomassie Blue before they were transfered onto 
microscope slides using the Filter Freeze Transfer technique (Hewes and Holm-Hansen 
1983). For each sample, several slides were mounted with different filtered volumes.The slide 
 presenting the best particle density was processed. A minimum of 20 images were taken per 
slide and per magnification (250x and 400x) using a microscope-adapted camera (AxioCam 
HRc, Zeiss). In every image, cross-sectional areas and perimeters of individual stained CSP 
particles (> 5 μm) were measured using an image-analysis system (Image J, Research 
Services Branch of the National Institutes of Health). The frequencies of the particles 
measured gave the abundance of CSP in a sample (CSPpart abundance; #. mL-1). The 
individual cross-sectional areas were pooled together to obtain the total (CSPpart total area, a 
measure for biomass) and the average (CSPpart average area) areas of CSP in each sample, in 
μm2. Each cross-sectional area was used to calculate the equivalent spherical diameter (ESD; 
μm) of individual CSP particles and the estimated volumes were then determined, assuming 
that CSP particles are spheres. Indeed, the volume of randomly-shaped particle cannot be 
calculated perfectly. We assume that our estimated volume potentially overestimated the 
actual volume of CSP. The volume concentrations of CSP in a sample (CSPpart volume; ppm) 
were calculated using the abundance and the estimated volume. 
The calculated ESD were classified into 15 logarithmic size classes to form the CSP size 
spectrum (N). Finally, the slope (absolute value of b) of the size distribution was calculated 
using the power law regressions (SigmaPlot 10.0, Systat Software Inc.) between the CSP size 
spectrum, N and the values of log-ESD,  
 N = a * (log ESD)-b  
with a and b as constants. The slope b describes the size distribution of the CSP, the smaller b 
is, the smaller the fraction of small particles. This method has in the past been successfully 
used to characterize TEP (Mari and Robert 2008). 
 
7. Statistical Analysis 
The affinity of a radionuclide for particles is defined as the propensity of the dissolved form 
of the radionuclide to adsorb onto particles and thus be transformed into the particulate form. 
The ratios between particulate and dissolved activities of the radionuclides, e.g. 210Popart/diss, 
210Pbpart/diss and 234Thpart/diss therefore represents the distribution of a radionuclide on all 
particles in a sample. In order to study the specific affinity for a specific particulate 
constituent, the radionuclide distribution has to be compared to the constituent in question.  
The statistical analysis of the data focused on two goals, (i) to determine which of 210Po, 210Pb 
and 234Th explained best the POC concentrations during our study in the Southern Ocean and 
(ii) to examine what could be the reasons for an eventual variability in the relationship 
between 210Po, 210Pb or  234Th and POC.  
  
7.1. Correlation analysis between radionuclides and organic particles 
The correlation coefficient, r, or Pearson’s coefficient was calculated for the data selection 
that contains no missing data, in order to have a constant number of samples, n, for all 
parameters given in Table III.  
Although no statistical assumptions needs to be satisfied in order to compute a correlation 
coefficient, there are assumptions underlying the testing of hypotheses (Zar, 1999). If an 
organic particle parameter takes Xi values and the distribution of a radionuclide on particles 
(radionuclidepart/diss) Yi values, then the population (Xi, Yi) should have a bivariate normal 
distribution. This can be achieved if X and Y are normally distributed and independent. All 
populations were tested for normality (Minitab) with a Ryan-Joiner test. The Popart/diss and all 
populations of TEP and CSP measurements were not normally distributed. We plotted all 
non-normal (Xi, Yi) pairs. Two outliers were identified, stations 113 and 178 at 25 m and 
removed in the further analysis (Table III). All parameters of the data set without these two 
outliers had a normal distribution. We assumed that the violation of the independence 
assumption did not have effect on our hypothesis testing.  
The correlation coefficient, r, is an estimate of the population parameter, ?. To determine 
whether there is effectively a correlation between X and Y, we tested 
Ho: ?=0; with ?o?0 
using t = r / sr with sr = ?(1-r2) / ?(n-2) 
Ho was rejected if ?t? ? t?(2),? 
with ? = 0.05 and  ?= n-2 
Thus, the correlation was significant when r ? 0.75. This study of the correlations was 
essential to identify the general trends of radionuclide-particle associations. These main 
associations were then studied more specifically. 
 
7.2. Linear regressions analysis 
Then, model II regressions (SigmaPlot 10, Systat Software Inc) were used to evaluate to what 
degree the organic particles concentrations, as explicative parameter Xi, explained the total 
distribution of each radionuclide on particles (radionuclidespart/diss), or dependent parameters 
Yi. All matching data were used to fit the different (Xi, Yi) scatter plots to a line Y = aX + b, 
with a and b constants. We interpret the R2 of each linear regression of (Xi, Yi) as an 
indication of the strength of the relationship between the total particle affinity of the 
 radionuclide and the organic particles. The slope of the linear regression, a, represents the 
specific affinity between the radionuclide and particles. 
 RESULTS 
 
1. Water masses and ice conditions
The temperature and salinity data measured at each station can be found in Annexe I. The 
different water masses and regions encountered along the Zero Meridian (Fig. 2) were 
characterized according to the definition of Orsi et al. (1995) and have been described 
elsewhere (Middag & al, this issue). The SubTropical Front (STF), the SubAntarctic Front 
(SAF), the Antarctic Polar Front (APF) and the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
boundary (SACCF) were located at 39.5, 44.5, 49.5 and 55.5° S, respectively (Fahrbach et al., 
this issue). The Weddell Front (WF) positioned at 56.2° S (Klatt et al. 2005) separated the 
Weddell Gyre (WG) from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). As defined by 
Whitworth and Nowlin (1987) and Pollard et al. (2002), the SAF is the location of the rapid 
descent of the salinity minimum, whereas the APF is the location where the temperature 
minimum begins its rapid descent. During sampling along the Zero Meridian (ZM) section, 
one station was located between the STF and the SAF (PS71/101, 42.32°S), one between the 
SAF and the APF (PS71/104, 47.65°S), one between the APF and the SACCF (PS71/113, 
53.03°S) and four South of the SACCF, in the Weddell Gyre region (PS71/131, 150, 157 & 
178; respectively 59.00, 65.00, 66.52 and 69.40°S). The surface mixed layer was 80- 120 m 
thick in the northern region along the ZM between 42°S and 55°S and decreased to 25- 50 m 
between 60°S and 69°S (Klunder et al., this issue). Close to the edge of the protruding 
floating shelf ice (Trolltunga), a fresh, cold and very clear water mass was reached (station 
178, 69.40°S) that was influenced by contact with the shelf ice; (Fahrbach et al., this issue). 
 
The station sampled in the eastern part of the Weddell Sea (PS71/193, 27.15°W) was 
characterized by ice conditions and the surface mixed layer was ca. 50 m deep. The 
hydrographic conditions of the Drake Passage where three stations were sampled (PS71/224, 
241 & 250) can be found elsewhere in this issue (Sudre et al., this issue). Stations 224 and 
250 lied close to the Antarctic Peninsula and the South American shelves.  
 
2. Biological parameters 
Generally, low fluorescence values (< 0.7; pangaea.de) were observed at all stations, with 
POC values 1 to 3-fold lower than those typical of a phytoplankton blooms in the Southern 
Ocean. However, along the ZM a gradient was observed. Maximum concentrations of POC, 
TEP and CSP (Annexe I & Fig. 5) were observed near the shelf ice (65-70°S, Stations 150, 
 157, 178). This areas was also characterized by maximum fluorescence values, minimum 
fCO2 (377 ppmV) and high vertical export rates (Rutgers van der Loeff et al., this issue). 
Both, abundance and species richness of diatoms (Corethron spp., Chaetoceros spp., 
Rhizosolenia spp., Pseudonitzschia spp., Navicula spp, Fragilariopsis kergelensis) were 
highest in this region near the ice edge and many cells were autofluorescent (microscopic 
observations, data not shown). The highest TEPpart values (72.07± 6.1 μg eq. GX. L-1, see 
Annexe I) were also measured in this area (~67°S, Station 157), as well as maximum 
0.2<TEP<1μm values (39.27± 1.66 μg eq. GX. L-1 at, 65°S, Station 150). All CSP parameters 
(except b) reached their maxima at station 178, 69°S (637 #.mL-1, 43.58 ppm) . All the 
biological parameters suggested active primary production mainly dominated by diatoms in 
this region, probably driven by the melting of the sea ice.  
Based on POC, TEP and CSP concentrations in surface waters, three distinct areas could be 
distinguished along the ZM transect: Region 1: North of the PF (42-48°S, stations 101, 104), 
POC (>60μg.L-1), CSPpart (>0.8ppm) and TEPpart values were high and the 0.2<TEP<1μm values 
about 2 times TEPpart; whereas in region 2, directly North and South of the SACCF (53-59°S, 
stations 113, 131), POC (>42 μg.L-1) and CSPpart (>70ppm) values decreased and TEPpart to 
0.2<TEP<1μm ratios indicated that the fraction of smaller TEP increased. In region 3 (stations 
150, 157, 178) in the most southern region, the concentrations of POC, CSP and TEP were the 
highest recorded (see above). Microscopic observation of the sample from regions 1 & 2 
revealed a dominance of inorganic fragments such as empty diatom frustules and coccoliths 
among other unrecognizable material.  
The station 193, 27.15°W, in the Weddell Sea was characterized by ice and exhibited particles 
concentrations comparable to regions 1 & 2. However, microscopic observations revealed 
many intact phytoplankton cells, often auto-fluorescent and with a dominance of diatoms, 
suggesting primary production probably higher than at regions 1 & 2 but lower than region 3. 
TEP and CSP were not measured at the stations in the Drake Passage but POC concentrations 
were comparable to those found in regions 1 & 2. 
3. Radionuclides
The radionuclide parameters did not follow the same regional distribution as the biological 
parameters but rather the distribution of water masses  (Annexe II).  
Along the ZM transect the distribution of 210Pototal and 210Podiss in surface waters were similar 
and generally low (Fig. 3 a & b). Activities of 210Pototal and 210Podiss were the lowest in the 
AAIW (42.32°S, station 101) and in the southernmost AASW, 65-79°S, stations 150, 157 & 
 178 (< 5 dpm.100L-1). The UCDW (47.65-53.03°S, stations 104, 113) and the AASW around 
60°S (station 131) had higher 210Pototal and 210Podiss activities (5-8 dpm.100L-1). The highest 
210Pototal and 210Podiss activities (8-14 dpm.100L-1) were found at deeper depth (500-1000 m) in 
the the WDW (59°S, station 131) and the eastern Weddel Sea (27.15°W, station 193). Values 
in the Drake Passage were similar to the lowest values along the ZM.  
The distribution of 210Pb differed from that of 210Po. On average, the activities of 210Pbtotal 
(Fig. 4 a) along the Zero Meridian were between 8 and 12 dpm.100L-1. 210Pb activities in the 
Weddel Sea and the Drake Passage were slightly lower (6-10 dpm.100L-1). The highest 
activities of 210Pbtotal (ca. 15-16 dpm.100L-1) were measured below 500 m at station 104 and 
131. The distribution of 210Pbdiss (Fig. 4 b) did not differ notably from those of 210Pbtotal.  
Above 100 m depth 210Popart generally followed the same trend as 210Pbpart.The activities of 
210Popart (Fig. 3 c) and 210Pbpart (Fig. 4 c) were generally low (< 3 dpm.100L-1). The highest 
210Popart  and 210Pbpart (1-3 dpm.100L-1) activities were observed in the surface waters between 
65 and 70°S, matching the high productivity zone when approaching the ice edge on the ZM 
(stations 150, 157, 178). Below 200 m depth, less than 10% of radionuclides were bound to 
particles (Fig. 6). North of the PF (stations 101, 104), in the Weddell Sea (station 193) and in 
the Drake Passage (stations 224, 241, 250), ca. 15% of the polonium (Fig. 6 a & c) and less 
than 10% of the lead (Fig. 6 d &f) was associated with particles; whereas south of the PF 
(stations 113, 131, 150, 157, 178) 10-35% of polonium and 10-25% of the lead were 
particulate (Fig. 6 b & e).  
The distribution of the activities of particulate and dissolved 234Th along the Zero Meridian 
transect has been described in detail elsewhere (Rutgers van der Loeff et al, this issue).  
 
4. Statistical Analysis 
4.1. Correlations between radionuclides and organic particles 
The Pearson’s correlation coefficients are presented in Table IV. 210Popart/diss was positively 
correlated with the TEPpart but not with POC or CSP (?t? ? 2.571 rejects Ho). 210Pb did not 
present particle affinity for any of the organic particles studied here.234Thpart/diss was strongly 
correlated with POC and TEPpart.  
4.2. Linear regressions analysis 
In surface waters the variations of 234Thpart/diss, were well explained by POC (R2 = 0.72), 
whereas POC only accounted for much less of the variations in 210Popart/diss (R2 = 0.15) and 
210Pbpart/diss (R2 = 0.28; Fig. 7 a-c). Both parameters, R2 and a suggest that 234Th had an affinity 
 for POC and that it was high (a = 1.27E-2); whereas the relationship between 210Po or 210Pb 
and POC was unclear, due to the very low R2 values.  
At the more particle-producing stations influenced by the presence of ice (stations 178 and 
193) POC explained about 65 % of the variations in 234Thpart/diss, and 75% in 210Popart/diss 
(Figure 7 d-f). The slopes of the regressions between 234Thpart/diss and POC were not 
significantly different in productive conditions. However, the relationship with POC became 
apparent for 210Popart/diss (R2 = 0.74) Both parameters, R2 and a suggest that in particle-rich 
conditions (Fig. 7 d-f), the affinity of 234Th for POC remained as high as in particle poor 
conditions whereas 210Po seemed to trace POC well in particle-rich conditions only. 
TEPpart explained best the variations (R2=0.92) in 210Popart/diss and 210Pbpart/diss (R2=0.80; Fig. 
8a). 234Thpart/diss variations were less well explained by TEPpart (R2=0.67). However, 234Th 
exhibited the highest affinity for TEPpart (a = 2.27E-2 ± 2.59E-3), which was 2.2-3.5 times 
greater than with 210Po (a = 8.11E-3 ± 8.42E-4).  
The smaller fraction of TEP, 1>TEP>0.2μm, explained both 210Popart/diss (R2 =0.62) and 
210Pbpart/diss (R2 = 0.74; Fig. 8b) distributions well; whereas there was no relation with 234Th 
(R2 < 0.001). The affinity of 210Po for 1>TEP>0.2μm was the highest (a = 1.47E-2) and ~ 2 times 
higher than that for TEPpart. 
When CSP was plotted against 210Popart/diss, 210Pbpart/diss or 234Thpart/diss, none of the parameters 
describing CSP exhibited a R2 higher than ca. 12%.  
 DISCUSSION 
Since a couple of decades, the empirical 234Th flux approach has been applied as a 
carbon flux proxy. A similar approach uses 210Po to estimate carbon fluxes, as well or in 
parallel with 234Th. Several authors reported that deeper insight was needed in the study of the 
affinity of 210Po and 234Th for POC in order to ultimately determine which tracer to use under 
specific circumstances (Friedrich and Michiel Rutgers van der Loeff, 2002; Murray et al., 
2005; Stewart et al., 2007a, b, 2010; Verdeny, 2009). In our study, in the surface waters (<200 
m) 234Th generally exhibited a higher affinity for POC (R2=0.72, a=0.0127) than 210Po 
(R2=0.15, a=0.0028). We will now investigate the parameters possibly influencing the affinity 
of these two radioisotopes for POC, looking at the phytoplankton composition and finally 
putting special emphasis on exopolymers. 
First, we compare our data set with the only other one investigating 210Po and 234Th 
distributions as a function of POC in the Southern Ocean (Friedrich and Rutgers van der 
Loeff, 2002). The authors did not specifically compare the affinities of 210Po and 234Th for 
POC but used 234Th and 210Po to model the composition of the settling particles. They 
concluded that 210Po traced POC better; while 234Th traced biogenic silica (BSi) better. In 
their study, like in ours, 234Th had in general a higher affinity (R2 = 0.69; a=0.0021) than 
210Po (R2 =0.59; a=0.0013) for POC (calculated from data in Friedrich and Rutgers van der 
Loeff, 2002).
Figure 9 compares the affinities of 210Po and 234Th for POC in the two Antarctic 
studies. The biological conditions during the investigation of Friedrich and Rutgers van der 
Loeff differed appreciably from ours. Friedrich and Rutgers van der Loeff encountered four 
distinct trophic conditions in the region of the PF (Figure 9): a Corethron sp. (a); a Corethron
sp. + Fragilariopsis sp. (b) and a Fragilariopsis sp. (c) bloom as well as an area where non-
siliceous organisms (heterotrophic flagellates, zooplankton, salps, fecal pellets) dominated 
(d). During ANTXXIV-3, samples were taken in late fall and most of the stations exhibited 
low particles concentrations (e). Two ice-influenced blooms (f), rich in particles that had not 
yet led to export (Rutgers van der Loeff et al., this issue), were encountered. Moreover, we 
removed any zooplankton found on our particlate samples in order to focus on organic matter 
coming from phytoplankton, bacteria and their exsudates. This likely caused the highest 
affinities of both 210Po and 234Th for POC (steeper a, Fig. 9) observed in our study compared 
to the data from Friedrich and Rutgers van der Loeff. The bulk of biominerals fragments and 
phytoplankton we encountered yielded small volume to surface area ratios (V: SA), thus 
 increasing radionuclides bound to particles (see Fig. 2 in Buesseler et al., 2006) with little 
changes in POC concentrations.  
There were good relationships between the distribution of 210Po and POC (R2 > 0.59), 
except in the (e) low particles concentration setting (R2 = 0.17). The interruption of the 
dominance of silicified organisms (transition from settings( a, b, c to d) affected how 
210Popart/diss and POC were related (decrease of R2 from 0.92 to 0.59) but also the distribution 
of 210Po onto POC (increase of a from 1.29.10-3 to 3.12. 10-3) . 210Po may track better the POC 
from non-silicified organisms because it can adsorb onto the cell and be absorbed into it; 
whereas 234Th is only particle-reactive. The biogenic silica probably prevents, at least 
partially, 210Po to associate with organisms cells. 
In contrast, POC explained well the distribution of 234Th (R2 >0.68), excepted when 
non-siliceous organisms were dominant (R2 = 0.20). The distribution of 234Th onto POC was 
positively enhanced in presence of biogenic silica (a higher in (a, b, c) vs. (d) conditions up to 
a certain degree of silicification. Indeed, at the setting up of the dominance of Fragilariopsis
sp. in (c), both R2 (R2 (a) = 0.90 vs. R2(c) = 0.48) and a values (a(a) = 2.57.10-3 vs. a(c) = 
7.14.10-4) dropped compared to values in (a).  
Thus, in most cases in the Atlantic sector of the SO, dominated by diatoms, 234Th 
seems better suited to trace POC; whereas the efficiency of 210Po as POC tracer seems 
compromised by the presence of biogenic silica. However, as soon as non-siliceous particles 
occur, the we suggest 210Po to be a better tracer. Other studies indicate that the later 
statement may differ in more oligotrophic areas of the ocean. In the low productive central 
equatorial Pacific, Murray et al. 2005 and Murray et al., 1996 stated that 234Th had an higher 
selectivity for particles (not POC specifically) than 210Po; based on distribution coefficients, 
Kd. 210Popart was related to POC (R2 = 0.64), but no correlation coefficient was given for 
234Th. Based on their results and on other studies, they concluded that the affinity of 210Po  for 
POC was higher than that of  234Th. Two other studies focused on both radioisotopes in 
oligotrophic areas. In the Mediterranean Sea (Stewart et al., 2007a,b) 210Po and 234Th 
exhibited a similar affinity for POC (? = 0.68 and 0.64 for 210Popart and 234Thpart vs. POC, 
respectively). At the BATS site (Stewart et al., 2010) 210Po was always very well related to 
POC (R2 ? 0.80), which was also true for 234Th (R2 >0.88), except in non-bloom conditions 
(R2 = 0.47). 
Finally, taken together, all results (Table V) suggest that  in the Southern Ocean, in 
areas that are dominated by large diatoms, 234Th is the better tracer for sinking POC; whereas 
in oligotrophic conditions, which are dominated by smaller, less silicified cells and detritus, 
 210Po and 234Th seem similarly appropriate. Finally, when ‘naked’ cells are dominant, 210Po 
would be the best choice. Thus, we suggest that the trophic conditions of an ecosystem are a 
critical factor determining whether 210Po or 234Th is most suitable to study POC fluxes. 
Moreover, the presence of highly silicified organisms and lithogenic material would greatly 
affect the affinity of 210Po and 234Th for POC, respectively. In our study the diagenetic state of 
the POM seems to especially influence 234Th.  
Likely, not only the V: SA ratios and the degree of silification of the phytoplankton 
were different  between these studies but also probably the reactivity of the OM. In an attempt 
to identify specific compounds of the OM controlling the affinity of 210Po, 210Pb and 234Th for 
particles, we studied two different exopolymers: TEP, rich in acidic polysaccharides and CSP, 
rich in proteins. 
210Po is known to preferentially bind to proteinaceous material, especially S-enriched 
amino acids such as Methionin, both intracellulary and extracellulary (Stewart et al., 2005; 
2007, 2008). However, we found no correlation between CSP, proteinaceous gel-particles, 
and 210Po, even though we used a large range of parameters to describe the CSP particles. 
Several reasons may explain this result.  
On one hand, 210Po may accumulate in intracellular proteins other than those forming 
CSP exsudates and remain in the cells. This is further supported by the fact that 210Po seems 
to be especially released during phytoplankton cell breakdown (Kadko, 1993). On the other 
hand, 210Po may bind extracellularly to CSP which have a high turnover rate. In that case the 
210Po-enriched CSP fraction (rich in sulfur compounds, like methionine) could be rapidly 
degraded and the 210Po transferred to the microbial loop and the dissolved phase. Turnover 
time of CSP is unknown but bacteria can absorb and accumulate 210Po (Burnett et al., 1995).  
The fact that no affinity between 234Th and the CSP was observed as well emphasizes 
differences in reactivity between the CSP and TEP. Possibly CSP are less surface active and 
do not scavenge trace elements to the same degree as TEP. 
 
TEP and their precursors are well correlated with 234Th in different particle size 
fractions (Santschi et al, 2003, Passow et al. 2006).  In our study, particle affinity of 210Po and 
210Pb for TEP are shown in natural samples for the first time. All three radiotracers, 210Po, 
210Pb and 234Th presented affinity for the bigger size fraction of TEP, independently of the 
depth or the sampled region. The high affinity of 210Po for TEP could be attributed to the 
 fraction of higly surface-active carbohydrates composing TEP and strongly enriched in sulfate 
groups (Mopper et al., 1995; Zhou et al., 1998). 
However, only 210Po and 210Pb were related to the smaller 1>TEP>0.2μm fraction. The 
fact that in our study 234Th bound to large TEP but not to smaller ones is striking. Indeed, 
following the line of the Brownian-pumping model (Honeyman and Santschi 1989) it could 
be interpreted as a decoupling between the adsorption of 234Th onto colloids and the 
coagulation of these colloids into particles. We did not specifically determine colloidal TEP 
though but rather a bacteria-enriched (1 - 0.2 μm) fraction of TEP. During our cruise in fall, 
the bacteria may have hydrolized the colloidal polymers to which 234Th and 210Po are 
adsorbed and fractionated them: 210Po preferentially absorbed into the bacteria cells and 234Th 
released to the dissolved pool. 
The high affinity of these radioisotopes for TEP suggests that the presence of TEP 
may introduce artifacts in flux estimates. TEP can account for a significant fraction of POC, 
up to 100% (Engel, A., and U. Passow, 2001), and in our study ~ 40% on average. If all 
radiotracers bind well to TEP, a high fraction of TEP in POC would increase the fraction of 
the radioisotopes on POC, resulting in a miscalculation of POC flux if the POC/Ypart method 
is used. Indeed, TEP can be neutrally or positively buoyant (Azetsu-Scott & Passow, 2004; 
Mari, 2008) thus they are not necessarily exported with the rest of the POC. Depending on the 
composition of POC (e.g. distribution of the radionuclides onto particles) and on how much 
TEP accounts for the POC, flux estimates would be over- or underestimated. 
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 FIGURES CAPTIONS 
 
Figure 1. 
Map location of the stations sampled and of the main water fronts during ANTXXIV-3. 
 
Figure 2.  
Bathymetry, locations of the water masses encountered ans stations sampled along the Zero 
Meridian transect during ANTXXIV-3. 
 
Figure 3.  
Distribution of (a) 210Pototal, (b) 210Podissolved and (c)  210Poparticulate activities along the Zero 
Meridian transect. Note the plotting problem in (c) at station 157, where data point at 50 m is 
not represented (3.07 dpm.100L-1). 
 
Figure 4 
Distribution of (a) 210Pbtotal, (b) 210Pbdissolved and (c) 210Pbparticulate activities along the Zero 
Meridian transect. 
 
Figure 5 
Distribution of POC concentrations along the Zero Meridian transect. 
 
Figure 6 
Comparison of the percentage of 210Po (a, b, c) and 210Pb (d,e, f)  associated with particles in 
different regions: the North of PF (101 & 104), the South of PF (113, 131 & 178), the 
Weddell Sea (193) and the Drake Passage (250), respectively. 
 
Figure 7 
Linear regressions between POC and each radionuclide total particle affinity, (a) 210Popart/diss, 
(b) 210Pbpart/diss, (c) 234Thpart/diss in general and (d), (e), (f) at the ice-influenced bloom stations 
(178 & 193), respectively. White and black dots represent surface waters (0 – 200 m) and 
deep water (500 – 1000 m) samples, respectively. Only surface waters samples (white dots) 
are considered for the regressions. 
 
Figure 8 
Total affinity of the radionuclides for particles according to (a) TEPpart and (b) 1>TEP>0.2μm 
during ANTXXIV-3. 
 
Figure 9 
Influence of the type of particles on the affinity of (a) 210Po, (b) 234Th for POC in the Southern 
Ocean. Note that the individual regressions for the settings (a), (b) and (c) are not shown. 
*values calculated from Friedrich and Rutgers van der Loeff, 2002 
**this study 
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